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Arctia’s key tasks include safeguarding winter navigation and 
producing marine survey and fairway maintenance services. 
We offer our customers reliable services in water areas under 
challenging conditions throughout the world. In 2018, we 
achieved all the service targets set for us in the Baltic Sea. 
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nordica assisted in 
marine rescue task 
in the gulf of Finland

Polaris’s in-built oil 
recovery equipment 
put to the test

Arctia and Meritaito 
together provide an 
even wider range of 
services

Meritaito was 
responsible for oil spill 
remediation services in 
Harjavalta

Multipurpose icebreaker Nordica was 
on an icebreaking task in the gulf of 
Finland on Thursday, 8 March, when 
it received a request from the Finnish 
Border guard to head for a cargo 
ship that had stopped in the interna-
tional waters west of Suursaari. The 
ship was on its way to St Petersburg, 
and according to the emergency call 
there was water in its engine room. 
Nordica was the first ship to arrive on 
the scene. at the request of the Fin-
nish Border guard, Nordica assumed 
control of the situation at the site of 
the accident and managed contacts 
in accordance with the Search and 
rescue Mission Coordinator’s instruc-
tions. The Search and rescue Mission 
Coordinator later thanked Nordica’s 
crew and arctia for their important 
support.

Finland’s latest icebreaker, Polaris, is 
not only the first lNg icebreaker in 
the world, but also the first icebre-
aker to have an in-built oil recovery 
system. The system was tested for the 
first time off the coast of Helsinki in 
September. arctia is ready to offer 
oil spill preparedness and recovery 
services in the Baltic Sea and in the 
arctic waters. The eU has supported 
the construction of Polaris with TeN-T 
funding.

Meritaito ltd, the state-owned com-
pany offering services in fairway 
maintenance and hydrographic sur-
veying, became arctia’s fully owned 
subsidiary in december. The Fin-
nish government made a decision 
on the reorganisation in its plenary 
session on 13 december 2018. Toget-
her the companies are able to offer 
their customers an even more com-
prehensive range of marine services 
both in Finland and overseas. More 
diversified services will improve com-
petitiveness in the constantly tighte-
ning international market. The reor-
ganisation aims to improve business 
opportunities and profitability and 
to strengthen international business 
operations.

in december 2017, there was an oil 
spill in Harjavalta, resulting in about 
44 cubic metres of light fuel oil being 
discharged into the rainwater drain 
and from there into Kokemäenjoki. 
in terms of its extent, the oil spill 
was significant on the Finnish scale. 
Meritaito took part in the extensive 
and multi-stage oil spill remediation 
measures, which lasted just over a 
year. The scale of the operation is 
illustrated by the fact that about 27 
kilometres of oil absorbent booms, 
about 3.2 kilometres of coast booms 
and about 800 metres of sea booms 
with a height of 1.5 metres were laid 
in the water. about 1.5 kilometres of 
the shore was flushed and some 2.5 
kilometres was restored.
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Employees

Operating days
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243

32

662

5

268

237

31

447
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265

233

32

385

61
2018 2017 2016

Total

Offshore personnel

Onshore personnel 

Baltic Sea

Offshore

Return on capital invested

%
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Turnover 

M€
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48,9
60,7
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  0,1
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M€
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Gross investment 
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  5,7
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ARcTIA lTd

*acquisition of Polaris

25

Picture: Patrik Barck

The financial key figures cover the entire arctia group. The figures concerning personnel do not include the figures of Meritaito ltd.
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Employees

222

28 198

Total

Offshore personnel Onshore personnel 

Net sales 

M€

2018 32,5

31,22017

Operating profit  

M€

2018 3,4

-3,7 2017

Profit for the 
fiscal period 

M€

2018  2,4

-4,22017

2018
MERITAITo lTd Picture: Jaakko Jaskari

More than 20 offices 
and fairway stations in  
Finnish waters areas

Hydrographic survey, research, 
planning and information services:

•	 Since 1994

•	 Surveys covering an area of more 
than 5,000 square kilometres each 
year

•	 Seven survey vessels

Maintenance of waterways and 
hydraulic engineering:

•	 We maintain about 7,000 kilometres 
of fairways and about 15,000 marine 
safety devices

•	 More than 200 construction projects a 
year 

•	 diverse range of special equipment
•	 Nine vessels in oil spill response stand-

by around the clock seven days a week

Manufacture of marine safety 
devices:

•	 Polyethylene navigation aids since 
1976

•	 More than 60,000 spar buoys manu-
factured

•	 More than 200 ice buoys in use
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cEo’s review WIndS oF cHAngE – FAIR oR TRouBlEd? 

Only change is permanent. This old adage still 
applies, with the addition that the speed of 

change is not constant, but it is constantly accele-
rating. global megatrends have an impact on our 
operating environment in a way that is difficult to 
prepare for. Climate change, population growth and 
digitalisation are a few examples of driving forces 
that create uncertainty about the future. 

Changes are often regarded as a threat and not 
an opportunity because they challenge the familiar 
and safe ways of doing things. Traditional working 
methods must adapt to changes. Organisations, 
processes and systems must be flexible and agile 
to enable sensitivity to change. Pre-determined tar-
gets of long-term projects may become outdated 

already before the project is completed. Therefore, 
we must move from development projects to a 
culture of development. adapting to change is no 
longer a fixed-term project, but a part of normal 
everyday work. 

at the arctia group, year 2018 started with 
expectations of a mild winter. However, the entire 
fleet was soon tasked with safeguarding Finland’s 
winter navigation when the temperature dropped 
rapidly as a result of changes in the polar vortex of 
the atmosphere, increasing the ice cover in the Bal-
tic Sea. We used our fleet in a flexible way, moving 
vessels as and when required. The icebreaking sea-
son was a success despite the heavy workload. The 
number of icebreaking days was higher than in 
years. For the first time since 2011, the entire fleet 
was carrying out icebreaking duties at the same 
time. due to the ice situation, the active use of the 
fleet was affected by the increased commercial ship-
ping due to Finland’s economic growth and vessels’ 
diminished ability to navigate in ice on their own.

in the summer and autumn, we made substan-
tial maintenance investments in the fleet. iB Sisu 
underwent a comprehensive dry docking for life 
extension where the ship’s machinery equipment 
and accommodation were renewed. Both of the 
multipurpose icebreakers were docked and, for 
example, repairs were carried out on Fennica’s pro-
pellers. another significant investment project was 
the classification of the multipurpose icebreakers 
in accordance with the iMO Polar Code, which con-
tinued until the early 2019. 

Heavy investments and the lack of profitability 
in the international business operations with the 

absence of long chartering projects were a burden 
on the group’s cash flow. as a result, the company 
had to take measures to adapt its cost structure. 
The crew of the multipurpose icebreakers were laid 
off for about three months in the autumn. This 
did not eliminate a longer-term need for change 
in the cost structure of our international business 
operations.

The winds of changes hit the group structure 
and senior management at the end of the year. 
Meritaito ltd became arctia’s subsidiary, and Tero 
vauraste, who had successfully steered the arctia 
group for almost ten years, resigned from his posi-
tion as President and CeO. Since then, Meritaito has 
managed to recover its profitability. The objective is 
to continue and strengthen the company’s current 
positive performance as part of arctia. Together 
we are able to offer our customers an even more 
comprehensive range of marine services both in Fin-
land and overseas. This change is absolutely, above 
all, an opportunity.

i wish to extend my warmest thanks to our custo-
mers and stakeholders for their trust in arctia and 
Meritaito and to our personnel at sea, in ports and 
in offices for their excellent work in 2018. We car-
ried out our basic tasks successfully and achieved 
positive financial results in a difficult market situ-
ation. The current year will be even better as long 
as we avoid resistance to change and make every 
effort to promote arctia’s values to be a compe-
tent, helpful and efficient operator. 

Kim Höijer
Acting President and CEO
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02 Arctia

MORE ExTENsivE MaRiTiME sERvicEs

Meritaito ltd, the state-owned company offering 
services in fairway maintenance and marine sur-
vey, has become a fully owned subsidiary of the 
icebreaking company arctia ltd. 

Together the companies are able to offer their 
customers an even more comprehensive range of 
marine services both in Finland and overseas. The 
turnover of the new arctia group in 2018 was ap-
proximately eUr 50.9 million and it has about 500 
employees.
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operating environment

RElIABlE MARITIME SERvIcES ARound THE YEAR

The Arctia group offers extensive services in challenging conditions in ports, sea areas and indoor 
waterways in Finland and overseas. In addition to icebreaking, fairway maintenance and marine sur-
vey, the services of the new Arctia include, e.g. pipeline and cable laying, towing operations, support 
in the installation and maintenance of underground structures, oil spill preparedness and response, 
hydraulic engineering, and the manufacture of high-quality plastic spar buoys and other buoys. 

dialogue with STAKEHOLDERS  helps us to suc-
ceed in our service provision. Our key stakeholders 
are customers buying maritime services, ports and 
shippers needing these services, personnel repre-
sentatives and other actors in the maritime cluster 
and, in terms of our core services, the authorities 
and industry in a broader sense. 

There are many contributors to ensuring smooth 
and safe navigation in both the private and the 
public sector. We collaborate with, e.g. merchant 
vessels, pilots, maritime authorities, charterers, 
ports, channels, power plants, and shipowners. in 
addition to direct customers, our international sta-
keholders include several maritime operators from 
non-governmental organisations to advocacy and 
research organisations.

in 2018, we met our stakeholders in regular mee-
tings in Katajanokka in Helsinki and in numerous 
events in Finland and abroad. in april, arctia’s CeO 
gave a speech at an event at the House of the estates 
organised by the arctic Society of Finland, the Paasi-
kivi Society and the UKK Society. in the speech, arctia 
made a concrete proposal: international shared use 
of icebreakers could be promoted, for example, by 
extending the current bilateral icebreaking treaties 
into a multilateral agreement between the member 
states of the arctic Council. This idea about shared 
use was raised, e.g. in the international eastern eco-
nomic Forum in vladivostok in russia in September, 
as well as in the arctic Circle conference in reykjavik 
in iceland in October. 

Together with our stakeholders we will continue 
the development of marine and waterway services 
for the needs of the future.  THE EXPECTATIONS 
OF STAKEHOLDERS  are taken into account in the 
development of services and in decision-making. in 
2018, we discussed, for example, climate change, 
maritime digitalisation and automation, and the 
need to increase operational efficiency to improve 
cost competitiveness. The next chapters deal with 
arctia’s key stakeholders and their expectations.
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CuSTOmERS

in Finland, arctia’s key customers are the Finnish 
Transport infrastructure agency and the maritime 
and inland waterway operators that benefit more 
extensively from the services it purchases. arctia 
gathers annual feedback on the success of its servi-
ces in cooperation with the Finnish Transport infra-
structure agency. For example, shipping companies 
and merchant vessels expect a speedy response to 
their requests for assistance. The icebreakers have 
contractual quality indicators, such as assistance 
efficiency and waiting time. in 2018, the expected 
values were realised in line with the quality indi-
cators (see table “Winter traffic into Finnish ports”, 
p. 28). 

international customers and stakeholders 
are increasingly important to arctia in ensuring 
viable year-round activities that are necessary for 
fleet renewal. in 2018, sales and marketing work 
focused especially on new customers in the rese-
arch, mining operation and passenger transport 
service sectors. 

Meritaito focused on developing its customer 
relationship management to be even stronger and 
more extensive during 2018. at the same time, ser-
vices were offered to customers as tailored service 
bundles. Customers are particularly interested in 
service contracts and a comprehensive method of 
purchasing. development work to promote the 
sale of bundled services in the entire arctia group 
continues in 2019.

in addition to international conventions, inter-
national customers expect service providers to 
comply with the practices and rules required by 
the customer. The rules set by the customer are 
usually stricter than the requirements of general 
maritime or waterway regulations. The require-
ments vary according to the customer concerned. 
They may apply to, e.g. occupational safety, supp-
lier management, communication on operations 
and the use of social media, responsibility in 
the wider sense, or emissions from vessels in a 
certain area. The customers direct and monitor 
arctia’s operations actively, e.g. through inspec-
tion rounds, working group meetings and audits.

Picture: vastavalo
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STATE OwNERSHIP STEERINg

The Prime Minister’s Office is responsible for the 
ownership steering of arctia ltd. in 2018, the Minis-
ter of economic affairs acted as the minister respon-
sible for the State’s ownership policy. The Ownership 
Steering department of the Prime Minister’s Office 
prepares and implements the state ownership policy 
and steers state-owned enterprises.

The dialogue between arctia and its owner is conti-
nuous and open. State-owned companies are expected 
to build their competitiveness with a long-term appro-
ach and, as the owner, the State requires its compa-
nies to carry on responsible business operations. The 
owner expects the company to generate a return on 
its investment, operate profitably and discharge its 
duties efficiently. Furthermore, the owner requires 
the company to be able to finance its own operations 
and investments. 

in addition to numerous discussions with the owner, 
arctia took part in the corporate social responsibility 
seminar for state-owned companies in 2018. Contacts 
with the owner were particularly close towards the 
end of the year before the reorganisation of arctia 
and Meritaito. 

FINNISH TRANSPORT INFRASTRuCTuRE AgENCY

The Finnish Transport infrastructure agency (until 
the end of 2018 the Finnish Transport agency) 
is arctia’s most important customer. The Finnish 
Transport infrastructure agency is responsible for 
winter navigation and its organisation in Finland. 
This entity includes, e.g. the ice classes of vessels 
and the ice class rules, port-specific traffic restric-
tions according to the ice conditions, launching 
of icebreaking operations, specifying the number 
of icebreakers used in traffic assistance, suspen-

sion and ending of icebreaking operations, and 
cooperation with the other countries around the 
Baltic Sea.
From its service providers, the Finnish Transport 
infrastructure agency expects cost-efficiency and 
safe, punctual and reliable operations. arctia 
engages in regular dialogue with the Finnish 
Transport infrastructure agency during and after 
the icebreaking season. Targets have been set for 
arctia regarding, e.g. ship waiting times, towing 
speed and the number of transit voyages. The 
achievement of these targets is actively monitored 
in cooperation with the Finnish Transport infra-
structure agency during the icebreaking season. 
in 2018, arctia met the targets assigned for it.

Picture: vastavalo
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OTHER AuTHORITIES

in addition to the Winter Navigation Unit and 
the vTS Centres (vessel Traffic Services) of the 
Finnish Transport infrastructure agency, another 
important authority in safeguarding winter navi-
gation is the Finnish Transport and Communica-
tions agency Traficom (until the end of 2018 the 
Finnish Transport Safety agency Trafi), which is 
responsible for the safety of navigation. Trafi-
com ensures that vessels and their crews meet 
the regulatory requirements, e.g. by carrying out 
national port inspections. Traficom also mainly 
carries out the classification of arctia’s vessels. it 
also performs audits and monitors the regulatory 
compliance of arctia’s shipping activities. 
Traficom requires that the shipping company’s 
vessels are safe and that the shipping company 
has an impeccably functioning safety manage-
ment system (SMS) complying with the interna-
tional Safety Management (iSM) Code. any non-
conformities identified during the audits must 
be corrected by the specified deadlines. in 2018, 
arctia responded to Traficom’s observations and 
non-conformities in the appropriate way and by 
further developing its SMS. 

in 2018, arctia worked closely with various aut-
horities at sea and on land in order to develop its 
services and to raise the profile of Finnish know-
how throughout the world. For example, in Sep-
tember, the Ministry of the environment set up 
a working group to examine the development 
and increased use of research vessel aranda and 

dialogue with all of its stakeholders. arctia also 
aims to promote the visibility of the Finnish mari-
time cluster at the national and international levels. 

ORgANISATION

arctia is a group of companies, and its parent com-
pany is arctia ltd. arctia ltd is the sole owner (100%) 
of its subsidiaries arctia icebreaking ltd, arctia 
Offshore ltd, arctia Management Services ltd and 
Meritaito ltd, and it owns 90% of arctia Karhu ltd. 
The entire share capital of the parent company arctia 
ltd is owned by the state of Finland, and the Owner-
ship Steering department of the Prime Minister’s 
Office is responsible for the company’s ownership 
steering. 

the icebreakers especially in arctic marine rese-
arch. in addition to arctia and the Ministry of the 
environment, the other members of the working 
group were the Finnish environment institute and 
the Finnish Meteorological institute. Meritaito, on 
the other hand, continued the development of 
smart buoy technology for oil spill detection wit-
hin the graCe project funded by the eU Horizon 
2020 programme and coordinated by the Finnish 
environment institute.

OTHER STAKEHOLDERS

in addition to our own personnel, other key stake-
holders of the arctia group include pilots, ports, 
service and material suppliers, the media, Finland’s 
foreign affairs administration, and various partici-
pants in civic activities. arctia engages in constant 

Picture: antti lindfors
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core messages and organisation

ARCTIA CONTRIBuTES TO SuSTAINABILITY AND FINLAND’S gROwTH IN 
THE ARCTIC

•	 When operating in the Baltic Sea and in other marine areas, arctia’s 
vessels contribute to the protection of fragile environments from 
accidents.

•	 arctic oil spill preparedness and response and other maritime services in 
challenging conditions are part of our special expertise. 

•	 The year-round use of our ships provides cost-effectiveness.

ARCTIA PROvIDES A wIDE RANgE OF SERvICES  
AT SEA, IN PORTS AND IN INLAND wATERwAYS 

•	 We are one of the leading developers of 
the water areas in the Baltic Sea, providing 
services based on high technology. 

•	 We produce high-quality services and smart 
solutions to promote the sustainable use of 
water areas.

•	 Our supply of services includes a 
comprehensive range of products in 
icebreaking, fairway maintenance, 
hydrographic survey and oil spill response, 
designed to promote efficiency and 
environmental safety in water transport.

•	

Kuva: Tim Bird

ARCTIA ENSuRES SmOOTH NAvIgATION TO FINNISH PORTS ALSO IN THE 
wINTER

•	 all Finnish ports including their shipping lanes can freeze over in the 
winter.

•	 Finnish icebreaking has a solid tradition that goes back over 140 years.

•	 icebreaking safeguards Finland’s trade and industry and thereby Finnish 
welfare.
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The Board of directors appoints the Chief execu-
tive Officer of arctia and decides on the terms of his 
or her employment. The CeO manages the company’s 
day-to-day administration in accordance with the 
instructions and orders of the Board of directors 
and ensures that the accounts of the company are in 
compliance with the law and that its financial affairs 
have been arranged in a reliable manner. The CeO 
is responsible for the achievement of the company’s 
targets.

The group has a Management Team that includes 
the President and CeO; the Senior vice Presidents 
(Meritaito, icebreaking and Offshore); the CFO; the 
Senior vice President, Technical Services; the Senior 
vice President, Human resources; the Senior vice 
President, Security & HSSe; as well as the Communi-
cations Manager. The Management Team meets on a 
weekly basis. The Management Team is tasked with 

the implementation of the company’s operations in 
line with the strategy and policies specified by the 
Board of directors and the steering of the President 
and CeO. The duties of the Management Team are 
specified in further detail in its rules of procedure, 
which are updated once a year.

long-term business objectives and policies are 
defined in arctia’s strategy, which is reviewed and 
updated regularly on an annual basis. The company 
specifies the measures required to achieve the tar-
gets set out in the strategy and the indicators for 
monitoring the achievement of these targets. each 
business and administrative unit is issued with its 
own targets and indicators in accordance with those 
outlined in the strategy. The Board of directors and 
the Management Team regularly monitor the achie-
vement of strategic targets, the progress of defined 
measures, and the indicator trends.

The parent company and arctia Management Ser-
vices ltd of the subsidiaries provide administrative 
services for the group companies. The other subsi-
diaries own the fleet, liaise with the customers and 
sign chartering agreements with external customers. 
if required, the subsidiaries may also charter vessels 
from each other when there is free capacity. The 
offshore personnel are employed by the subsidiaries 
that operate at the customer interface.

arctia’s Board of directors is responsible for the 
company’s administration and appropriate organisa-
tion of operations. according to the articles of asso-
ciation, the Board consists of a minimum of three 
(3) and a maximum of eight (8) ordinary members. 
a personal deputy can be appointed for each Board 
member. The Chairman and the other members of 
the Board of directors are elected by the annual 
general Meeting. The term of a Board member ends 
at the closing of the first annual general Meeting 
following the election. The Board of directors con-
stitutes a quorum when more than half of its mem-
bers are present in the meeting.

The Board of directors has rules of procedure 
that specify the duties of the Board in further detail. 
The rules of procedure are updated annually by the 
Board. The Board of directors performs an annual 
self-evaluation of its work and develops its activi-
ties according to the results. The Board of directors 
has established a remuneration and Nomination 
Committee to support its activities. The Committee’s 
duties are specified in further detail in its rules of 
procedure, which are updated on an annual basis.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS AS OF DECEmBER 13, 2018

Pertti saarela 
Chairman of the Board  
CeO 
Finrail ltd 
Member of the Board since 2017 
Year of birth:  1957 
education: ll.M.

ilpo Nuutinen 
deputy Chairman of the Board 
Senior government Counsellor 
Prime Minister’s Office  
Member of the Board since 2013 
Year of birth: 1964 
Koulutus: ll.M., ll.lic., M.Sc. (econ.)

antti Pankakoski 
Member of the Board 
Member of the Board since 2012 
Year of birth: 1954 
education: ll.M.

Hanna Masala 
Member of the Board 
vice President, 
Strategy, Fortum City Solutions 
Member of the Board since 2017 
Year of birth: 1976 
education: M.Sc. (econ.)

Pirjo Kiiski 
Member of the Board 
Shareholder 
Saari Partners ltd 
Member of the Board since 2018 
Year of birth: 1965 
education: BBa, MBa

Kari savolainen 
Member of the Board 
Member of the Board since 2018 
education: M.a.

sinikka Mustakari 
Member of the Board 
Chief Senior Specialist 
Prime Minister’s Office 
Member of the Board since 2018 
Year of birth:  1979 
education: M.Sc. (econ.)

Mats Rosin 
Member of the Board 
Managing director 
Suomen lauttaliikenne Oy 
Member of the Board since 2018 
education: B.Sc.

Picture: Timo Heikkala
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ARCTIA gROuP’S mANAgEmENT TEAm 

Petri aho 
Senior vice President, Offshore and  
Marine Services, as of 1 July 2018 
Member of the  
Management Team since 2018 
Year of birth:  1966 
education: B.a.

Tero vauraste 
President and CeO until 18 december 2018 
Member of the  
Management Team since 2010 
Year of birth: 1967 
education: Naval Officer, M.Sc.

Tom Ekegren 
Senior vice President, icebreaking 
Member of the  
Management Team since 2016 
Year of birth: 1971 
education: Master Mariner

Kim Höijer 
Senior vice President, CFO;  
acting President and CeO as of  
18 december 2018 
Member of the Management  
Team since 1 January 2018 
Year of birth: 1967 
education: M.Sc. (econ.), MBa

Petri Mikola 
Senior vice President, Technical 
Services 
Member of the  
Management Team since 2017 
Year of birth: 1966 
education: M.Sc. (Tech.)

sari Näkki 
Senior vice President, Human 
resources until 25 September 2018 
Member of the  
Management Team since 2017 
Year of birth: 1971 
education: M.Sc. (econ.)

Pia Broumand 
Chief Security Officer 
Member of the  
Management Team since 2016 
Year of birth:  1975

Hilppa Rautpalo 
Senior vice President, Human 
resources as of 15 October 2018 
Year of birth:  1974 
education: ll.M. with court 
training

Eero Hokkanen 
Communications Manager 
Member of the  
Management Team since 2015 
Year of birth:  1985 
education: M.Soc.Sc. (ir)

Hannu Ylärinne 
Chief executive Officer 
Member of the  
Management Team since 18 december 2018 
Year of birth: 1972 
education: Master Mariner, eMBa
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mANAgEmENT TEAm OF mERITAITO LTD

Otto vuorinen 
Senior vice President 
Member of the  
Management Team since 18 September 2017 
Year of birth: 1972 
education: M.Sc. (Tech.)

Hannu Ylärinne 
Chief executive Officer 
Member of the  
Management Team since 24 July 2017 
Year of birth: 1972 
education: Master Mariner, eMBa

Thomas Erlund 
Senior vice President,  
Member of the  
Management Team since 2018 
Year of birth: 1974 
education: Master Mariner

sari Kankkunen 
Chief Financial Officer 
Member of the  
Management Team since 24 November 2017 
Year of birth:  1968 
education: M.Sc. (econ.)

Jukka suonvieri 
Senior vice President,  
Member of the  
Management Team since 2010 
Year of birth:  1971 
education: M.Sc. (econ.)

Picture: Meritaito
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arctia ensures winter navigation that serves the 
transport needs of Finnish trade and industry. We 
also provide services in hydrographic surveying 
under all conditions in relation to the state’s con-
tingency planning and preparedness. These main 
tasks of ours related to the strategic interest of state 
ownership also form the hard core of our corpo-
rate social responsibility. We contribute to the safe 
and sustainable use of water transport by offering 
icebreaking, harbour icebreaking, hydrographic sur-
vey, fairway maintenance and oil spill preparedness 
and response services, as well as hydraulic engin-
eering and services in the use and maintenance of 
channels.

at arctia, responsibility management means an 
excellent and responsible administrative culture and 
a debate on responsible conduct in different situa-
tions. The group’s Management Team is responsible 
for the management and development of corpo-

rate social responsibility. it monitors the implemen-
tation of responsible operations on a monthly basis. 
in addition to the regularity of our own operations, 
the requirements of responsibility are also based on 
the expectations of our stakeholders.

The tools in the management and development of 
responsibility include the policies on safety, the envi-
ronment and sustainable development, good cor-
porate governance, leadership practices and, more 
widely, the entire safety management system. The 
system also includes the ethical guidelines and the 
equality plan, which support our daily activities. 

in 2018, the Management Team dealt with a 
monthly corporate social responsibility review con-
cerning stakeholders’ concerns, praise and other 
feedback raised during the month. The rule of pro-
cedure for corporate social responsibility, introdu-
ced in 2017, was monitored. The rule of procedure 
defines the structures of the group’s responsibility 

Arctia’s values are reflected in the management and everyday work in our places of 
business and on our vessels. The vision and the mission are updated in line with the 
expansion of our services.

corporate social responsibility management

coRPoRATE SocIAl RESPonSIBIlITY  
IS PART oF EvERY dEcISIon

values

COmPETENT

We want to learn new things and
share our expertise with our collea-
gues. Competence and commitment 
to goals are a requirement for our 
success.

HELPFuL

Cooperation with our clients forms
the foundation of our operations.
We aim to satisfy our customers;
their needs guide our actions. We
always provide good service to our
clients and are proud of doing so.

EFFICIENT

We create a good working at-
mosphere by valuing our own work 
and that of others. We perform
our duties professionally, safely
and effectively. This guarantees the 
continuity of our operations.
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The following aspects were
identified as material in the
corporate responsibility
workshop: 
iCeBreaKer/FleeT availaBiliTY
aNd iTS SaFegUardiNg

More information 
in section  icebreaking services

FOCUS aNd reSPONSiBiliTY OF OPeraTiONS     
More information 
in section  Service areas

eXPaNSiON OF OUr CUSTOMer POrTFOliO
aNd CUSTOMer SaTiSFaCTiON

More information 
in section CeO’s review

COMPeTiTiveNeSS/COST-eFFiCieNCY

  More information 
in section Service areas

TrUST aNd COOPeraTiON WiTH STaKeHOlderS
 More information 

in section Operating environment

leaderSHiP
More information 
in section Personnel and governance

riSK MaNageMeNT                                                      
More information 
in section Occupational health and safety

work. The monitoring and reporting of material 
aspects were developed during the year. all enti-
ties highlighted in the materiality analysis are exa-
mined with the aid of indicators each month by the 
Management Team.

during 2018, the Management Team discussed 
extensively the responsible implementation of 
measures taken as a result of the co-operation nego-
tiations, as well as the training of subcontractors in 
arctia’s safety practices and ethical guidelines at the 
Katajanokka icebreaker base and in connection with 
the docking of vessels. The instructions for subcont-
ractors, as well as their supervision were specified 
further on the basis of the discussions.

arctia reports extensively on the implementation 
and targets of corporate social responsibility each 
year in connection with the annual report in accor-
dance with the guidelines of the Prime Minister’s 
Office (government’s decision-in-principle on state 
ownership policy of 3 November 2011, appendix 3). 
More detailed information about reporting and the 
reporting principles is presented at the end of the 
annual report.

mATERIAL ASPECTS OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RES-
PONSIBILITY  have been identified in the workshops 
of arctia’s Management Team. The feedback recei-
ved and the changes that have been identified in 
the operating environment in relation to arctia’s 
sphere of influence have been used as a basis for 
materiality. issues closest to arctia’s services have 
been identified as having the highest priority.

We seek to mitigate direct environmental 
impacts of operations by improving the safety 

and operation of our vessels and by carrying out 
technical updates on the fleet. a good example of 
this is Polaris, the most environmentally friendly 
icebreaker in the world. lNg is still the world’s 
most eco-friendly fuel in ships. it does not con-
tain sulphur, and during combustion it produces 
about 87 per cent fewer nitrogen oxides and 9 
per cent fewer carbon dioxide emissions when 
compared with marine diesel. in addition, parti-
culate emissions are negligible.

The services offered by arctia play a significant 
role in reducing safety and environmental risks in 
maritime transport. Operations in fragile marine 
areas also raise questions with regard to respon-
sibility. That is when arctia’s strengths come to 
the fore: the technical capabilities of Polar-class 
vessels and the expertise of arctia’s competent 
and constantly improving personnel. 

The risks related to arctia’s long-term opera-
tions and, consequently, responsibility include 
the national transport policy and other outlines 
related to the use of icebreakers. rapidly chan-
ging environmental regulations also pose their 
own challenges to long-term operations in the 
shipping industry and to the production of mari-
time services.

The traditional challenge in the implementa-
tion of corporate social responsibility in icebrea-
king has been the seasonal nature of the work. 
expanding arctia’s service provision and conti-
nuous development of operations into year-round 
services have substantial economic and social con-
sequences for arctia, its personnel and the entire 
Finnish maritime industry. Success will depend on 
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the market development and the ability to res-
pond to the needs of a rapidly changing opera-
ting environment. 

PROCEDuRES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
AND SENIOR mANAgEmENT FOR OvERSEEINg 
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
mANAgEmENT

in 2017, arctia introduced a rule of procedure for 
corporate social responsibility that defines the 
structures of our responsibility work. The moni-
toring and reporting of material aspects were 
developed in 2018. all entities highlighted in the 
materiality analysis are examined with the aid of 
indicators each month by the Management Team. 

tal damage, errors in risk management, significant 
deviations in the quality or availability of services, 
and direct contacts by stakeholders in relation to 
the company’s operations. during 2018, arctia pre-
pared a quality management system that will pro-
vide support for taking stakeholder feedback into 
account and for maintaining a situational picture 
on responsibility.

Meritaito holds iSO 9001 quality,14001 envi-
ronmental and OHSaS 18001 occupational safety 
certifications and the rala Competence by the 
Construction Quality association (rakentamisen 
laatu rala ry). The services provided by the com-
pany must meet the requirements promised to the 
customers and defined by the organisation. deve-
lopment in accordance with the quality objectives 
is carried out in everyday work. The realisation of 
the objectives is assessed through customer mee-
tings and customer satisfaction surveys.

The Board of directors discusses arctia’s success 
in its CSr operations and the implementation of 
its material responsibilities in connection with the 
Board meetings. The President and CeO and the 
members of the Management Team are responsible 
for presenting the corporate social responsibility 
issues to the Board of directors according to their 
areas of responsibility.

EXTERNAL INITIATIvES

in 2018, arctia continued its active participation 
in the work of the arctic economic Council (aeC). 
The Council facilitates arctic business-to-business 
activities and responsible economic development. 

The selection of material aspects takes place in 
workshops, focusing on the core issues of arctia’s 
responsibilities and the concerns of stakeholders. 
The most significant concerns raised by our stake-
holders are also brought to the fore and targets 
and indicators are set for them in order to imp-
rove these issues. 

The rule of procedure for corporate social res-
ponsibility defines the principles of the manage-
ment of corporate social responsibility, the methods 
for maintaining a situation report, as well as its 
monitoring and reporting. New areas were inclu-
ded in monthly reporting in 2017 in accordance 
with the rule of procedure for corporate social 
responsibility: concerns raised by stakeholders and 
deviations from corporate social responsibility. indi-
cators describing these include, e.g. environmen-

Picture: Jarmo vehkakoski
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International: 
•	arctic economic Council (aeC)
•	association of arctic expedition Cruise Opera-

tors, aeCO
•	 european Community Shipowners’ associa-

tions, eCSa (through Finnish Shipowners’ asso-
ciation)

RISK mANAgEmENT is an integral part of ship-
ping operations. arctia carries out risk assessments 
ensuring that they also include risk evaluations 
pertaining to corporate social responsibility. The 
group’s risk review was updated in November 2017. 

Short-term risks in icebreaking are related to, 
for example, damage to vessels. longer-term risks, 
on the other hand, are related to, e.g. relatively 
rapid and radical changes in the winter fleet and 
its service needs, as well as in the development of 

local weather conditions. arctia manages these 
risks with good shipping operations and active 
monitoring of changes.

The key risks in the market of offshore servi-
ces in the polar regions are related to the chal-
lenging situation in the global economy and to 
operations in sensitive sea areas. efforts are made 
to manage market risks with active market moni-
toring, by expanding the service portfolio and 
through cooperation with customers, the autho-
rities and other stakeholders. Other operational 
risks are managed by monitoring expenses and 
through extensive insurance cover. The technical 
capabilities of arctia’s Polar-class vessels and the 
expertise of our competent personnel who are 
constantly improving their skills play a key part 
in the management of environmental risks.

as a Finnish company with strong arctic com-
petence, arctia is also a member of Team arctic 
Finland. in addition to companies, the team mem-
bers include the Finnish Meteorological institute 
and the Finnish institute of Occupational Health. 
Team arctic primarily acts in support of the sales 
of its member companies and organisations. it 
seeks growth opportunities and new customers 
for its members over a period of 1–3 years. Sustai-
nable business operations and new Finnish turnkey 
solutions for the needs of demanding conditions 
are developed in cooperation with the members. 
The team acts in close cooperation with the Fin-
nish Marine industries.as a member of the Finnish 
Marine industries, arctia is committed to the ship-
ping companies’ target of reducing emissions in 
shipping by 50 per cent by 2050. Finnish shipping 
companies are also committed to reducing nitro-
gen emissions.

ARCTIA’S mEmBERSHIPS OF ASSOCIATIONS 

Finland:
•	 Finnish Shipowners’ association 
•	 Finnish Maritime Society
•	Kotka Maritime research Centre (Merikotka)
•	apprentice Mill 
•	 registered association Finnish-russian Cham-

ber of Commerce (FrCC)
•	Team arctic Finland
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arctia’s key operational risks are the ageing 
of the fleet and safeguarding the professional 
competence of offshore personnel. The techni-
cal reliability of the vessels is maintained by car-
rying out service and maintenance tasks in accor-
dance with the long-term maintenance plan and 
with new technological solutions. The skills of 
offshore personnel are maintained with conti-
nuous training and by taking part in the educa-
tion of future experts in seafaring, e.g. through 
the apprentice Mill.

development of the polar market as a whole 
presents both risks and opportunities to the 
company. The progress of arctic and Sub-arctic 
energy projects is highly dependent on the global 
market prices of oil and gas, political decisions 
and the development of international relations. 
in addition to oil and gas projects, arctia has 
experience, for example, in the construction of 
offshore wind power and the provision of marine 
services needed in the laying of submarine cables. 

research in the arctic region and in antarctica 
is active and plays an increasingly important role, 
for example, in understanding climate change. 
Cruise tourism is also expected to increase in 
these areas. in addition to various offshore ser-
vices and the research and tourism sectors, state 
actors also have a need for icebreaking services. 

arctia manages market risks as a whole through 
alternative customer and service forms. a diverse 
fleet is a considerable strength. at the end of 
2018, Meritaito’s wide range of services was 

added to the group’s international service pro-
vision, which may help in the challenging and 
competitive markets.

Key business risks in harbour icebreaking and 
escort tug services consist of the fluctuation of 
demand due to changeable winter conditions and 
the variation in towing needs, particularly in the 
summer season. These variations have a signifi-
cant impact on the company’s finances. The risks 
are managed through appropriate contract struc-
tures and cost management.

KEY CONCERNS RAISED THROugH STAKEHOL-
DER ENgAgEmENT was introduced as its own item 
on the regular agenda in the monthly reporting of 
corporate social responsibility in 2017. The concerns 
were taken into account when planning respon-
sible operations. Concerns raised by stakeholders 

in connection with the materiality analysis were 
complemented with feedback received from cus-
tomers and government ownership steering. We 
performed a materiality analysis of this data to 
identify the factors most significant for arctia and 
its strategy, on which arctia also has a realistic 
chance of influencing.

That way, the concerns raised by stakeholders 
are also directly visible in the responsibility priori-
ties, which are listed in the above table ’Material 
areas of corporate social responsibility’. in many 
respects, these priorities are central to arctia’s daily 
operations. However, arctia will make an effort to 
increasingly consolidate the role of these elements 
in its strategy and, above all, to discuss them even 
more actively with its stakeholders.
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The arctia group’s primary  FINANCIAL TARgETS  are 
the profitability of business operations, a positive 
operating cash flow, and covering the cost of main-
tenance investments with the company’s own cash 
flow. increasing the utilisation rate of arctia’s fleet 
is also one of the company’s most important goals 
with regard to long-term profitability. Financial tar-
gets are set separately for each business unit, and 
their realisation is monitored on a monthly basis. 
The most important financial indicators are turno-
ver, profitability, cash flow, return on equity, return 
on investment, and solvency. The realised figures 
for these indicators are presented in the financial 
statements. 
arctia achieved its financial targets only in part 
in 2018. Turnover and profitability increased 

Arctia provides services in marine areas in an effective and profitable way. our 
vessels ensure Finnish exports and imports in the winter season and safeguard 
navigation throughout the year.

Financial responsibility

IcEBREAkERS guARAnTEE YEAR-Round 
MARITIME lInkS THAT ARE nEcESSARY FoR 
ExPoRT TRAdE

slightly on the previous year. return indicators 
also improved on the previous period. However, 
their absolute level remained modest as a result 
of unrealised international chartering projects. 
The group’s cash flow from operations remained 
positive. The group’s cash assets at end of year 
totalled eUr 26.2 million (eUr 24.6 million). The 
most significant areas of spending the cash assets 
were investments, the repayment of loans, and 
the payment of dividends. 

Substantial maintenance and refurbishment 
investments were made on the vessels during 
the review period. The group’s gross investments 
totalled eUr 13.2 million (eUr 5.7 million). des-
pite heavy investment, the company’s liquidity 
and solvency remained at a healthy level. during 

the period under review, the arctia group did not 
raise new bank loan, and it repaid eUr 3.3 million 
(eUr 2.9 million) of an existing loan. a dividend 
of eUr 1.5 million (eUr 4.6 million) was paid for 
the financial year 2018. Balance sheet total inc-
reased to eUr 300 million after Meritaito became 
the group’s subsidiary. 

The company must have sufficient solvency to 
enable investments in the fleet. The equity ratio 
remained at a healthy level at around 50 per cent. 
relative net gearing also remained at the previous 
year’s level. investment in new vessels will pro-
bably also require a significant increase in profi-
tability to enable access to sufficient financing on 
market terms. 
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Performance reviews must be up-to-date and 
reliable so that the company can make the required 
business decisions based on the results. The deve-
lopment of forecasting financial figures was conti-
nued in 2018, e.g. in terms of performance indica-
tors and rolling forecasting. The ships’ personnel 
were included in, e.g. the drawing up of main-
tenance plans, and the new enterprise resource 
planning system also supports this.

arctia does not receive financial subsidies from 
the government. The state owner requires future 
investments to be financed with equity and loan 
capital obtained by the company itself. 

arctia’s most significant financial impact, parti-
cularly in the northern regions of Finland, is secu-
ring the continuity of business by keeping the ship-
ping lanes open and safe during the winter season. 
a major part of Finland’s imports and exports is 
transported by sea, which makes safeguarding the 
smooth flow of marine traffic round the year vital 
to the continuity of commerce.

CASH FLOwS TO STAKEHOLDERS, mEuR*
2018 2017 2016

CuSTOmERS    

Operating income 52,1 49,0 60,8

    Turnover 50,9 48,9 60,7

    Other operating income 1,2 0,1 0,1

 

gOODS AND SERvICE SuPPLIERS 15,6 16,1 14,3

Material and service acquisitions 7,8 8,2 7,0

Other operating costs 7,8 7,9 7,3

 

EmPLOYEES 21,7 20,8 21,3

Personnel expenses 21,7 20,8 21,3

    

PuBLIC SECTOR -0,5 0,3 1,4

Taxes (direct taxes) -0,5 0,3 1,4

 

NON-PROFIT ORgANISATIONS 0,02 0,01 0,01

Sponsorship and donations 0,02 0,01 0,01

 

SHAREHOLDERS 1,5 4,6 7,5

dividends paid to owners 1,5 4,6 7,5

 

FINANCERS 1,3 1,2 1,4

Financing costs (net) 1,3 1,2 1,4

 

FuNDS RETAINED FOR THE DEvELOPmENT OF THE COmPANY’S 
OPERATIONS  1,6 -1,5 14,8

 

INvESTmENT  12,6 5,6 131,6

The figures are reported according to the company’s accrual accounting in millions of euros.
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CHARITY AND SPONSORSHIP

a decision in principle made in 2013 specifies that 
arctia does not support or sponsor sports or sign 
cooperation agreements related to sports. arctia 
does not support religious organisations or politi-
cal parties. in 2018, arctia donated Christmas gift 
funds to Suomen Meripelastusseura ry.

TAX FOOTPRINT IN 2018

The tax footprint refers to the taxes and equiva-
lent fees paid to society of the company’s opera-
tions. arctia’s tax footprint was eUr 5,6 million in 
2018. The greatest part of the tax footprint, eUr  
5,35 million, resulted from income tax related to 
remuneration, and from employer’s contributions.

The appropriate and timely management of mat-
ters related to taxation is of key importance to 
arctia. as a rule, tax planning is carried out and 
the declarations and reports related to taxes are 
drawn up by the company’s financial department. 
external taxation specialists are consulted when 
necessary. arctia engages in tax planning within 
the limits permitted by the Business Tax act. The 
planning related to the depreciation of fixed ass-
ets is carried out with the aim of balancing taxable 
income over different fiscal periods. The payment 
of tax is based on the principle that taxes are paid 
to the country where the tax liability has arisen. 

all arctia group companies are incorporated in 
Finland and pay and remit all their taxes prima-
rily to Finland. arctia has no branches in any other 
countries.

CHARITY AND SPONSORSHIP, EuR 2018 2017 2016

Children and youth 0 550 0

Science, research and education 7 500 7 500 12 500

arts 0 0 0

Sports and exercise 0 0 0

Political subsidies 0 0 0

Civic and environmental 
organisations  1 500 1 700 1 000

1,99
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To Arctia, PAIKALLISYHTEISÖT mean, above all, 
the residents of the arc or Bothnia and the other 
coastal areas in Finland. arctia promotes Finland’s 
arctic expertise and its own perspectives on the 
development of the arctic region in both Finland 
and abroad. 

in Helsinki, arctia acts locally in partnership with 
its neighbour, the Ministry for Foreign affairs, and 
visit Helsinki, the Helsinki tourist information office. 
in summer 2017, arctia installed a sign next to its 
own fence at the edge of laivastopuisto Park in 
Katajanokka with information about icebreakers 
and the ice winter in the Baltic Sea in Finnish, Swe-
dish and english. The sign had been requested by 
the residents of the Katajanokka district and by 
visitors and tour guides. in 2018, a similar sign was 
also installed at the other end of laivastopuisto 
Park, close to the pier of the maritime police. infor-

Winter navigation is operated along the entire coast of Finland 
in collaboration with ports and other local operators. Arctia 
strengthens its competence through research and training 
cooperation and with strategic partnerships, and it contributes 
to building a sustainable future in the northern regions.

Society and human rights

RElIABlE SERvIcES To THE noRTH

mation about the ice winter of the Baltic Sea is also 
available on the information sign that was recently 
installed at the Korkeasaari Zoo in cooperation with 
the zoo. The sign is located at a spot with a clear 
view of the icebreaker pier.

arctia notifies of any exceptional noises and 
lights coming from the icebreaker base on its web-
site and also reports them directly to the Kataja-
nokka Society. at the beginning and the end of the 
icebreaking season, ordinary noises coming from 
harbour activities are not usually reported separa-
tely. arctia Karhu ltd is domiciled in Kemi, and the 
company carries on cooperation especially with the 
emergency Service of lapland.

arctia trains new mariners through the Harjoitte-
lumylly association. arctia established Harjoittelu-
mylly together with the Finnish Shipowners’ asso-
ciation and nine maritime institutes. The purpose of 

Harjoittelumylly is to coordinate and promote the 
efficient use of trainee posts on vessels. This sup-
ports Finnish maritime education through practical 
training on ships. in 2018, arctia had a total of 64 
(86 in 2017) trainees on its vessels. arctia also cont-
ributes to the future of Finnish navigation through 
research cooperation with universities of applied 
sciences, universities, and other organisations. 

The group does not tolerate bribery or corrup-
tion. arctia pays attention to the PREvENTION OF 
BRIBERY AND CORRuPTION. The arctia group’s 
ethical guidelines define the anti-bribery and anti-
corruption principles applying to all group per-
sonnel.

arctia complies with national and international 
REguLATIONS ON COmPETITION. arctia’s ethical 
guidelines define procedures for matters such as 
the handling of confidential information.

Kuva: xx

Picture: Timo Heikkala
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COmPLIANCE wITH LEgISLATION AND REguLA-
TIONS is monitored by the effective management, 
ships’ masters and other supervisors. The group’s 
auditors monitor its compliance with legislation 
related to financial administration, such as the 
accounting act and Ordinance and the limited 
liability Companies act. The authorities perform 
an audit on arctia as an enterprise and shipping 
company each year.

The success of service performance, realisation 
of the standard of services and the entity formed 
by these two have an impact on CuSTOmER SATIS-
FACTION. in the long term, the replacement of fleet 
and keeping its maintenance and utilisation rate 
at a good level will improve customer satisfaction 
and the customers’ confidence in the availability 
of services. 

The Finnish Transport infrastructure agency is 
a significant client with a direct agreement on 
icebreaking services with arctia. arctia’s end cus-
tomers in Finland are the country’s overseas trade 
and industry and therefore, in a broader sense, the 
entire Finnish society. The customers in harbour 
icebreaking are ports and the emergency Service 
of lapland. Our direct overseas customers are our 
international contract customers.

Meritaito’s customers are the authorities, munici-
palities and towns, ports, oil and energy compa-
nies, industrial plants, and planning and construc-
tion consultants. The services provided by Meritaito 
must meet the requirements promised to the cus-
tomer and defined by the organisation. develop-
ment in accordance with the quality objectives is 
carried out in everyday work, and the realisation 

of the objectives is assessed through customer mee-
tings and customer satisfaction surveys.

at Meritaito ltd, realisation of quality objectives is 
assessed through customer meetings and customer 
satisfaction surveys. Customer satisfaction is based 
on our project-specific success. The average score 
of the customer satisfaction surveys carried out in 
2018 was 4.2, which is at the same level as in the 
previous year. The assessment is based on a five-step 
scale in which 1 implies a weak work performance 
and 5 means an excellent one. in 2018, customers 
were also asked whether they would recommend 
Meritaito’s services. Ninety-two per cent of the res-
pondents said that it was likely or very likely that 
they would recommend Meritaito’s services.

arctia’s performance in its service provision is 
monitored in cooperation with the Finnish Transport 
infrastructure agency, which organises an annual 
stakeholder survey to assess the smooth operation 
of the winter navigation system.  arctia’s service 
production is also monitored for each vessel in terms 
of every assistance, towing and transit task at a time 
on a monthly basis.

Feedback on the quality of services is also received 
from customers and stakeholders in the annual clo-
sing meetings of icebreaking and harbour icebrea-
king, where a high number of stakeholders are pre-
sent. due to the small number of direct customers, 
arctia communicates with its customers and receives 
feedback from them on a daily basis during opera-
tion seasons. in terms of its most important custo-
mers, the waiting times for icebreakers are among 
the key indicators. in 2018, arctia met all of its ser-
vice level requirements. 

Picture: Meritaito
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wINTER TRAFFIC INTO  
FINNISH PORTS*] 2018 2017 2016

Percentage of vessels that entered 
port without waiting (%) 95 93 98

Number of vessels waiting  465 295 211

average waiting  
time/vessel (h)  4,28 3,91 3,42

 
*Total performance data for all icebreakers chartered by the
Finnish Transport agency

SERvICE SAFETY and maritime safety in general, is 
the most important area of responsibility to arctia. 
The safety of services is monitored as part of ship 
safety. arctia continuously maintains and develops 
the safety management system of its ships and the 
entire shipping company. 

The entire shipping company uses a safety mana-
gement system (SMS), which is ensured with audits 
on the ships and in the offices. Training related 

to the system was started on the ships and in the 
offices.

The Finnish Transport and Communications 
agency Traficom (formerly the Finnish Transport 
Safety agency Trafi) has audited the shipping 
company’s safety management system and granted 
a five-year certificate for the company. Traficom car-
ries out an inspection on arctia’s vessels each year. 
action and repair plans have been drawn up on the 
basis of the observations made during the audits 
and inspections, and the plans have been imple-
mented in accordance with the requirements. No 
serious non-conformities were identified in audits 
or inspections in 2018.

Work on the classification of arctia’s ships to meet 
the requirements of the Polar Code of the interna-
tional Maritime Organisation iMO was started in 
2017. The Polar Code is an internationally binding 
legal instrument that imposes stricter regulations 
on safety and environmental protection for ships 
navigating in the most northern and southern sea 
areas of the world in order to minimise maritime 
risks. The safety and environmental requirements 
of the Polar Code entered into force already on 1 
January 2017, and the qualification and training 
requirements for the crew in accordance with the 
Code became effective in July 2018. 

arctia carried on the work to fulfil the requi-
rements of the Polar Code in 2018. in early 2019, 
arctia became one of the first shipping companies 
in the world to have several ships in its fleet that are 

classified in accordance with the requirements of 
the Polar Code. Nordica and Fennica were granted 
certificates for ice class PC 3 in accordance with the 
Polar Code. Compliance of safety and environmen-
tal regulations that are stricter than those for other 
shipping is regarded by arctia as not only respon-
sible conduct, but also as a significant competition 
factor in the market for maritime services. 

The occupational safety day, which was planned 
and implemented by arctia in partnership with the 
Centre for Occupational Safety, has received posi-
tive feedback within the shipping company. Other 
shipping companies have even sought to learn from 
the training event. in 2018, a total of 230 emplo-
yees attended the training session. Occupational 
safety training continues in 2019.

arctia considers the environment in all its ope-
rations and complies with the regulations of the 
international Maritime Organisation’s (iMO) internal 
Safety Management Code (iSM Code) and the inter-
national Convention for the Prevention of Pollution 
from Ships (MarPOl Convention), along with the 
national guidelines and regulations. The frequent 
changes to the international and national guide-
lines and regulations involve a lot of work for the 
personnel at sea and on land. 

Picture: Tuomas romu
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FAIRwAY DIgITALISATION TO SuPPORT 
SmOOTH AND SAFE SEA TRANSPORT 

arctia’s subsidiary Meritaito and its partners have 
developed digitalised services to enable improved 
efficiency and safety in shipping operations. The 
company has recognised that it produces and owns 
a lot of digital data in various systems while the 
customers’ demand for these services is increasing.

Meritaito has started to develop harmonisa-
tion of digital services in its business operations. 
in 2018, Meritaito launched the intelligent Sea 
(inSea) project for integrating its digital services 
on a single service platform to contribute to the 
efficiency and safety of the customers’ operations. 
in future, Meritaito’s customers will be able to see 

Picture: Meritaito

the service they have purchased in a single app-
lication.

The inSea project has sought funding from the 
european Union’s Connecting europe Facility (CeF) 
funding mechanism. The Ports of Stockholm and 
the Port of Naantali are involved in the project. 
The project is strongly supported by the Finnish 
Transport infrastructure agency and the Swedish 
Sjöfartsverket. in the inSea project, the efficiency 
of waterway transport will be developed toget-
her with the ports and fairway owners, e.g. by 
improving the information channels, integrating 
the remote use and management of marine safety 
devices, and by testing and studying alternative 
energy forms. 

digital services are constantly expanding, and Meri-
taito aims to meet this need with strong action. 
Meritaito’s digital services are represented in 2018 
by, e.g. the following:

•	 remotely operated and monitored maritime 
safety devices

•	 building of 5g network for floating safety devi-
ces at sea 

•	 navigation buoy that detects sulphur contents
•	 support buoy for a robot used in the rOv tasks 

of gas and oil rigs
•	 harbour and fairway data produced by hydro-

graphic surveying.
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arctia respects HumAN RIgHTS and takes them 
into consideration in its operations. arctia has in 
place a sustainability policy, which clearly indica-
tes the company’s commitment to human rights. 
arctia also has ethical guidelines that address 
human rights. 

arctia conducts a dialogue with representatives 
of indigenous peoples when navigating in areas 
where the ice conditions have an impact on the 
livelihood or other habitat of indigenous peoples. 
arctia takes the rights of children into account, 
for example, by supporting family leave among 
personnel. each year, arctia organises a family 
day open to the family members of all of arctia’s 
employees.

FAmILY LEAvE

2018 2017 2016
persons day persons day persons day

Men 7 176 14 395 13 341

Women 3 413 2 273 2 438

SuPPLY CHAIN mANAgEmENT  was developed and 
the  PROCuREmENT PRINCIPLES  were complied 
with in 2018. in 2017, all of the company’s pro-
curement was transferred to an electronic enter-
prise resource planning system together with the 
service and maintenance department. Meritaito 
also applies a centralised procurement manage-
ment model. The aim of the model is to make 
procurement operations more efficient by redu-

cing overlapping work, looking for cost savings, 
increasing and taking advantage of annual and 
framework agreements and centralising procure-
ment expertise. 

as a rule, arctia performs its actual services itself 
and does not outsource these kinds of tasks. Speci-
fied subcontractors are used for carrying out repair 
and maintenance tasks and work requiring spe-
cialist expertise. all key subcontractors have been 
audited. The development of subcontractor audits 
is continued.

arctia seeks to prevent further outsourcing of 
services in the selection of suppliers and service 
providers and in the contract bases. a mandatory 
non-conformity report is required of any injuries 
to suppliers’ personnel, and particular attention 
is paid to the supervision of subcontractors’ work. 
Work permits, site meetings and work plans used 
at arctia also apply to the subcontractors working 
on the vessel to provide for occupational safety of 
all those working on arctia’s ships.

arctia supports its suppliers and subcontractors 
by opening up its requirements and providing gui-
dance. We require that the suppliers and contrac-
tors are registered in the tilaajavastuu.fi service. 
arctia also has a procurement policy in place, spe-
cifying aspects such as procurement thresholds. 
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arctia’s extensive services ensure safety in water-
way transport and sustainable use of water areas. 
Marine transport is the most eco-friendly means 
of transport, and by safeguarding it under all cir-
cumstances we are contributing to the building 
of supply chains that are as environmentally fri-
endly as possible. in the transit voyages of our 
own ships, we reduce fuel consumption to the 
lowest sensible level.

The international Maritime Organisation iMO 
adopted new environmental commitments for 
shipping in april 2018. The objective is to cut 
carbon dioxide emissions in shipping by 50 per 
cent by 2050 compared with the 2008 level. From 
then onwards, efforts will be made to reduce 
emissions even further. 

We produce high-quality services and smart solutions 
to promote the sustainable use of water areas.

Environment

SuSTAInABlE SERvIcES FoR THE 
PRoTEcTIon oF THE SEA And 
InlAnd WATERS

as a result of the new international emissions 
reduction targets, the efficiency requirements 
for the transport capacity of cargo ships in rela-
tion to emissions are becoming stricter at a fast 
pace. For this reason, the hull forms and engine 
power of merchant ships operating to and from 
Finnish ports will inevitably change and, as a 
result, there will probably be significant changes 
to icebreaking and the icebreaking fleet suitable 
for the conditions in the Baltic Sea. a combination, 
where the emissions of icebreakers must be redu-
ced, while, on the other hand, the assisted ships’ 
performance in ice will presumably be diminished, 
may prove to be extremely challenging. Howe-
ver, arctia has already started work on achieving 
the objectives.

On 2 February 2019, iB Polaris refuelled for the 
first time directly from the recently opened lNg 
terminal in Tornio, in the ice-bound Port of röyttä. 
The terminal is the largest of its kind in the Nor-
dic countries. lNg is still the world’s most eco-
friendly fuel in ships. it does not contain sulphur, 
and during combustion it produces about 87 per 
cent fewer nitrogen oxides and 9 per cent fewer 
carbon dioxide emissions when compared with 
marine diesel. in addition, particulate emissions 
are negligible.

arctia has promoted switching to increasingly 
cleaner fuels in shipping by being one of the first 
shipping companies in the world to introduce lNg 
as fuel. development towards increasingly exten-
sive use of lNg and later also biofuels in marine 

Picture: Timo Heikkala
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transport will have an impact on the direction of 
not only the Finnish maritime cluster, but also on 
the national and international measures for the 
benefit of the climate and environment.

in addition to using lNg, Polaris pursues eco-
friendliness in all of its other operations. For 
example, the lubricant used in the propeller sys-
tem is biodegradable. greywater, i.e. in prac-
tice, shower water, is collected into a tank and 
discharged on shore during port visits. Therefore, 
nothing is discharged into sea, not even after 
purification. 

We are moving towards this kind of cleanest 
possible procedure also with respect to the other 
ships, which is taken into account especially in the 
modernisation of fleet. at Meritaito, the energy 
saving targets for 2018 still require more work 
and development of operations. The efficiency 
of waste sorting has been improved, and efforts 
are made to reduce the amount of waste, e.g. 
by paying attention to the need and packaging 
materials in the procurement stage. The lifespan 
of products is extended with appropriate service 
and maintenance.

in 2018, arctia continued its work on the reo-
rientation of spending in order to minimise spen-
ding in the summer season. The icebreaking 
efficiency of vessels was improved by life span 
extensions. energy-saving work on the ships is 
directed by the SeeMP plans (Ship energy effi-
ciency Management Plan), which are extensive 
guidelines for optimising the operational effi-
ciency of the ships. 

attention was paid to the reporting of fuel 
use especially at the end of the year when the 

SeeMP ii reporting guidelines on carbon dioxide 
emissions, required by iMO, were introduced. The 
first annual consumption report will be delive-
red to the Finnish Transport and Communications 
agency Traficom in 2020. 

arctia has reported its fuel consumption pub-
licly in its annual report for a number of years, 
and the information has also been submitted to 
liPaSTO, the calculation system for traffic exhaust 
emissions and energy use in Finland, which is 
maintained by vTT Technical research Centre of 
Finland. incorrectly reported figures in terms of 
lNg have been corrected. The eU’s reporting obli-
gation Mrv (Monitoring, reporting, verification), 
which entered into force in 2015, is not applied 
to icebreakers or offshore vessels.

When the icebreakers are docked at the icebre-
aker base in Katajanokka, they are connected 
to municipal utilities. during such periods, the 
icebreakers obtain their water, district heat and 
electricity from the shore and discharge their 
sewage into the municipal network. The icebre-
aker Polaris also uses the overflow of its lNg sys-

tem for heating. When at pier, the harbour icebre-
aker ahto and the other tugs are connected to 
shore power and their waste water is discharged 
into a collection vehicle. 

The emissions generated by fuel consumption 
during the operational period are the most sig-
nificant ENvIRONmENTAL ImPACTS of arctia’s 
operations. However, it can be considered that 
the indirect positive environmental impacts of 
icebreaking outweigh the direct impacts when 
environmentally friendly maritime transport is 
secured also in the winter. The shipping industry 
in Finland corresponds to about 90 per cent of 
all transportation, but only 2.6 per cent of all 
emissions.

arctia did not cause any environmental damage 
in 2018. in connection with the docking of iB 
voima, some fuel was leaked to the bottom of 
the dry dock, after which the monitoring of supp-
liers has been tightened further. There was no 
significant environmental damage caused in ope-
rations during the icebreaking season. 
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at the end of 2018, we managed to phase out 
the use of bottled water in the summer on Urho, 
which acts as the central kitchen for all icebrea-
kers at Katajanokka. Biodegradable oils have pro-
ved to be a more challenging area. However, we 
are continuing this work. in 2019, we will intro-
duce annual monitoring and reporting on vessel-
specific consumption and emissions in accordance 
with the SeeMP ii guidelines. Success in achieving 
the targets will be reported in the 2019 annual 
report.

ELECTRICITY
during the maintenance period in the summer 
months, the conventional icebreakers are con-
nected to the electricity network of the City of 
Helsinki and their engines are stopped to avoid 
emissions and noise. Correspondingly, the mul-
tipurpose icebreakers relied on shore power in 
rauma, as did the tugs in Kemi and Tornio. 

The electricity consumption statistics for 2018 
and partly for 2017 show the docking of iB Polaris 
on the icebreaker pier in Katajanokka in June 2017. 
Naturally, annual consumption is impacted by the 
severity of winter conditions, i.e. how many vessels 
are at berth during the winter months.

DISTRICT HEAT
When the ships are moored at the icebreaker dock 
in Katajanokka, they are heated from the City of 
Helsinki’s district heating network. When ships 
arrive in port, they are connected to district hea-
ting and their boilers are shut down. 

SHORE POwER uSE  
(mwh)

2018 2017 2016

Katajanokka 3,928.53 3,734.25 2,810.85

2018 2017 20156

ENERgY CONSumPION 
(mwh) 4,292 5,151 4,911

FuEL OIL 2018 2017 2016
CONSumPTION (tonnes)

Ultra-light 2,540.0 5,384.4 1,293.1

light 11,532.3 7,822.8 7,967.7

Heavy 0 0 0

lNg 494.8 718.0 81.2
 
 

CARBON DIOXIDE 
EmISSIONS FROm FuEL 
COmBuSTION, TONNES 
(tonnes*)

2018 2017 20156

46,476.56 36,498.56 44,947.91

*include lNg. calculated according to iMO MePC/Circ.471, lNg is cal-
culated with a coefficient in accordance with MePC 63/23, annex 8 
with respect to consumed fuel
 

AERIAL EmISSIONS
OTHER AERIAL EmIS-
SIONS 2018 2017 2016
(tonnes)

CO  56.9 59.6 42.1

HC 22.8 23.8 16.8

NOx 796.5 834.2 589.3

Particulates 17.1 17.9 12.6

CH4 2.8 3.0 2.1

N2O 1.0 1.0 0.7

Environmental targets for 2019

1. arctia commits itself to pursuing the 
iMO’s emissions targets, i.e. a 50 per 
cent reduction in carbon dioxide emis-
sions compared to the 2008 level.

2. The use of tank water for drinking 
(tank water quality) will be promoted 
and bottled water will be phased out.

3. The oil of equipment that may leak 
into the water will be switched to bio-
degradable oils recommended by the 
appliance manufacturer in accordance 
with the maintenance programme.

The ENvIRONmENTAL TARgETS  were partly 
updated for 2019 because we wanted to align 
the fuel savings target with the targets of the 
rest of the shipping industry and the iMO. The 
new fuel target is all the more challenging due to 
the fact that the reference year 2008 had a mild 
winter and the annual consumption of icebrea-
kers was lower than in the previous and the fol-
lowing year. 
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attention is given to the moderate consumption of 
fresh wATER. The quality of tank water is impro-
ved. We completely phased out the use of bottled 
water in the summer on Urho, which acts as the 
central kitchen for all icebreakers at Katajanokka. 
The results presented in the following table are 
based on the ships’ own consumption monitoring, 
which does not give a fully comprehensive report 
on water use while moored in Katajanokka.

wATER CONSumPTION (m3) 2018 2017 2016

Multipurpose icebreakers 2,582.50 5,767.00   3,464.60

Conventional icebreakers  5,764.00 5,131.90 5,546.00

* incl. tugs

wASTE is collected and sorted on board arctia’s 
vessels. When ships arrive in port, they dispose of 
their waste into the collection containers provided 
by ports, and the port then collects the waste for 
recycling or delivers it to the landfill. in order to 
maintain the target level for waste sorting, arctia’s 
vessels have commissioned the collection of bio-
waste when necessary. When vessels are opera-
ting outside specially protected areas, solid waste 
can be incinerated in the on-board incinerator wit-
hin the limits of environmental legislation, where 
necessary.

Refrigerants
The refrigerants most commonly used in on-board 
refrigeration equipment are potent greenhouse 
gases that are harmful to the ozone layer. arctia 
has given up the use of such gases and switched 
to alternative refrigerants. arctia’s refrigeration 

equipment is maintained by authorised mainte-
nance companies.

waste management training and plans
New employees are introduced to the shipping 
company’s waste management system during their 
general orientation.

When ships are at sea, solid waste is sorted into 
the following dedicated receptacles:
•	 energy waste
•	 biowaste
•	 paper and cardboard
•	 mixed waste
•	glass
•	 metal
•	 hazardous waste (paint pots, fluorescent lights, 

oily waste, etc.)
•	 PvC
•	 batteries.

wASTE 2018 2017 2016

Sorted solid waste m3* m3* t

Biowaste  38.78 70.56 36.90

Plastic  72.25 72.80 37.70

glass  5.20 4.10 5.00

Cardboard 45.10 50.20 73.50

Metal  30.00 29.10 54.00

Paper 91.05 92.60 39.20

Other 7.00 12.10 18.37

Mixed waste  257.80 446.25 450.75

Hazardous waste

Oily waste  (m3) 12.60 5.0 15.46

Batteries (pcs) 1,495 829 580

light bulbs, etc. (pcs) 1,000 950 584

Other (pcs) 31 105 110

Hazardous waste, liquid

Oil (m3, m3, l) 16.10 2.00 89.86

Paint (kg)  0.11 2.39 105.17

Coolants (kg) 0.30 0.26 0 

refrigerants (kg) 22.00 101.00 661.00

Other (kg) 0.10 65.00 270.50

Liquid waste (m3)

Processed bilge water and 
other oily water  145.00 517.70 480.34

Toilet waste water  2,392.20 1,441.12 3,558.74

Other  
73.8 0.00 2,435.67

Picture: Jarmo vehkakoski
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arctia achieved its COmPLIANCE targets in 2018 
and kept  ENvIRONmENTAL COSTS  at a reaso-
nable level. arctia did not cause any environmental 
damage in 2018. However, the fuel leak to the 
bottom of the dry dock in connection with the 
docking of iB voima must be accounted for. The 
supervision of suppliers has been made more 
stringent as a result of this deviation. The world-
wide fuel reporting obligation (SeeMP ii), which 
was introduced in 2018, does not give rise to any 
immediate direct costs to arctia.

The environmental impacts of the KuLJETuKSET 
JA mATKuSTAmINEN required by arctia’s ope-
rations are minor in comparison to, for example, 
the carbon dioxide emissions released from the 
ships’ fuels. arctia nevertheless seeks to reduce 
unnecessary transport. The spare part situation 
of arctia’s vessels is monitored continuously, and 
the ships aim to carry a sufficient number of spare 
parts on board.

The travel resulting from the rotation of sea 
personnel contributes to the other carbon dio-
xide emissions caused by arctia’s operations. The 
number and length of rotation trips depend on 
the vessel’s operating area and the number of 
annual operating days. air travel and consequent 
carbon dioxide emissions in 2018 were lower than 
in the previous year.

AIR TRAvEL 2018 2017 2016

all flights (kg CO2)   186,793 433,130 175,559

The mATERIALS used by arctia for its service provi-
sion are primarily related to the maintenance, ser-
vicing and repairs of the ships. We use, for example, 
paints, solvents, detergents and cleaning agents 
each year. Material consumption has only been 
monitored at the cost centre level. 

The purchasing section of the ships’ service and 
maintenance programme was introduced in 2018, 
offering extra tools for the monitoring of mate-
rial consumption. The environmental targets that 
were updated in late 2016 now include the aim to 
upgrade the deck engines for biodegradable oil 
in areas with a risk of oil entering the sea, where 
the equipment supplier allows this.

PREPARINg FOR ENvIRONmENTAL RISKS  is an inc-
reasingly important factor in all responsible opera-

tions, particularly in the maritime sector. The Baltic 
Sea and the arctic areas have a sensitive ecosys-
tem. arctia’s expertise contributes to ensuring the 
sustainable development and exploitation of these 
sensitive areas. 

The safety management system of every arctia 
vessel includes an environmental section, defining 
the most significant risks to the environment and 
including instructions in case of environmental 
damage. The risk management frameworks of the 
safety management system also ensure that envi-
ronmental risks are taken into account in the plan-
ning and execution of work. arctia has safeguar-
ded its operations with contractual arrangements 
based on risk assessments and with comprehensive 
insurance cover. 

Picture: Jarmo vehkakoski
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Services

arctia is a specialised shipping and service company that provides a wide 
range of services in water areas. The company’s main tasks in Finland are 
to safeguard winter navigation and to provide services in hydrographic 
surveying in all conditions. On a global scale, we offer our specialist exper-
tise in challenging conditions in waterways.

Meritaito ltd became a fully owned subsidiary of arctia ltd on 
13 december 2018. at the same time, arctia’s range of services 
was also extended to include services in fairway maintenance 
and hydrographic surveying. Our expertise in oil spill prepared-
ness and response and in smart fairway maintenance was also 
strengthened. The arctia group offers its customers even more 
comprehensive services in ports, sea areas and inland waterways 
in Finland and abroad.
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The icebreaking season 2017–2018 in the Baltic 
Sea started on 18 december 2017 when icebreaker 
Kontio left Katajanokka. after a relatively warm 
autumn, the ice winter was predicted to be fairly 
mild. even towards the end of January 2018, the 
probability of a sharp drop in temperatures was 
only one per cent in long-term weather forecasts. 

However, the situation changed in mid-
February and the weather turned considerably 
colder. ice cover in the Baltic Sea started to grow, 
and more icebreaking capacity was needed espe-
cially in the Bay of Bothnia and Kvarken. at the 
end of February, all eight of arctia’s icebreakers 
were assisting navigation: Sisu, voima and Nor-
dica in the gulf of Finland, Fennica in Kvarken, 

Ice winter 2017–2018 was demanding in comparison to the two 
previous winters. All of Arctia’s eight icebreakers were on icebrea-
king duties simultaneously for 30 days.

Icebreaking

IcEBREAkIng SAFEguARdS YEAR-
Round MARITIME TRAnSPoRT 

and Kontio, Otso, Polaris and Urho in the Bay of 
Bothnia.

The icebreaking season 2017–2018 in the Baltic 
Sea ended for the Finnish icebreakers on Friday, 
18 May, when the last icebreaker of the season, 
iB Kontio, departed the Bay of Bothnia and set 
off for its home port in Katajanokka in Helsinki. 
in the 2017–2018 season, arctia’s icebreakers had 
a total of 663 operating days, and they provi-
ded assistance 2,027 times and towing 222 times. 
There were only four offhire days, i.e. days during 
which an icebreaker is incapable of carrying out 
its duties for technical reasons. all eight icebre-
akers were on icebreaking duties simultaneously 
from 28 February until 29 March, i.e. for 30 days.

NORDICA ASSISTED IN mARINE  
RESCuE TASK IN mARCH

Multipurpose icebreaker Nordica was on an 
icebreaking task in the gulf of Finland on Thurs-
day, 8 March 2018, when it received a request from 
the Finnish Border guard to head for a cargo ship 
that had stopped in the international waters west 
of Suursaari. Flying the flag of Panama, the ship 
was heading to St Petersburg, and according to the 
emergency call there was water in its engine room.

Nordica was the first ship to arrive on the scene. 
at the request of the Finnish Border guard, it assu-
med control of the situation at the site of the acci-
dent and managed contacts in accordance with the 
Search and rescue Mission Coordinator’s instruc-
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tions. The leak on the vessel was contained in the 
course of the evening. at 19.30, patrol vessel Tur-
sas arrived on the scene and relieved Nordica of 
its duties of on-scene co-ordinator.

Nordica was relieved of the situation to assume 
its icebreaking duties at 11.25 on Friday, 9 March. 
deviating from ordinary assisting duties, the res-
cue task west of Suursaari was an interesting and 
educational experience for the crew. it prompted 
new ideas about even better preparedness for simi-
lar situations. The crew acted professionally and 
in good co-operation with various parties throug-
hout the rescue task.

The Search and rescue Mission Coordinator of 
the Finnish Border guard later thanked Nordica’s 
crew for the vessel’s significant role at the scene 
of accident. Nordica prepared itself for emergency 
towing and evacuation and provided support for 

Picture: Teemu laine

Icebreaking

the stricken vessel for damage limitation in accor-
dance with the authorities’ instructions. Pumping 
equipment needed in the situation was transported 
by helicopter to Nordica, from where it was easier 
to move on to the stricken vessel. 

INTERNATIONAL OFFSHORE BuSINESS  
FACINg CHALLENgES

due to, e.g. protectionist measures, there has been 
a decline in demand for icebreaking, offshore and 
other maritime services in the North american and 
russian markets, which used to be important to 
arctia. Furthermore, there are many vessels com-
peting with arctia’s vessels in the market. The fall 
in global chartering prices calls for improvement in 
cost competitiveness. The company must adapt to 

changes in the demand for its services and to the 
reduction in the number of customer contracts.

in order to address these challenges, arctia con-
tinued in 2018 the development projects on cost-
effectiveness that it had already previously started. 
The objective is to improve the company’s effi-
ciency and cost competitiveness. The most signifi-
cant of the projects in 2018 were the deployment 
of the new production model, improving the effi-
ciency of the Sertica enterprise resource planning 
system and the optimisation of personnel costs. in 
conclusion of the employee co-operation negotia-
tions carried out in the company, the crews of the 
multipurpose icebreakers were laid off for about 
three months in the autumn.

in addition to icebreaking operations, the multi-
purpose icebreakers carried out two short charte-
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ring projects for international customers during 
2018. arctia continues the sales work and discus-
sions about the utilisation of its fleet and exper-
tise in the polar areas. although the demand for 
offshore services has fallen, there is still a call for 
the other services offered by the company, such 
as operations in support of research as well as 
co-operation with new partners. 

in late 2018, arctia Offshore ltd signed a letter 
of intent on joining the eU-funded ariCe (arctic 
research icebreaker Consortium) programme to 
share the capacity of research icebreakers. arctia 
aims to establish its position as a producer of 
research icebreaker services in the science and 
research community in the polar areas. 

arctia has promoted the shared use of icebre-
akers for years. icebreaker operators in the Baltic 
Sea and in the arctic Ocean would benefit from 
closer cooperation. in april 2018, arctia took the 
initiative of promoting international shared use of 
icebreakers, for example, by extending Finland’s 
current bilateral icebreaking treaties into a mul-
tilateral agreement between the member states 
of the arctic Council.

EXPERIENCED FLEET IS LOOKED AFTER 

in 2018, substantial replacement investments 
were made on arctia’s icebreakers. in the life span 
extension docking of icebreaker Sisu in the sum-
mer, the ship’s machinery equipment and accom-
modation were renewed. The life span extension 

of voima is part of the WiNMOS ii project, and it 
received part-financing from the eU’s Connecting 
europe Facility (CeF). 

The bow thrusters of multipurpose icebreakers 
Nordica and Fennica were replaced in the shipy-
ard. Nordica also underwent the normal five-year 
docking. Ballast water processing equipment was 
also installed on both vessels. The classification 
of both multipurpose icebreakers to comply with 
the requirements of the international Maritime 

Icebreaking

Organisation iMO’s Polar Code was a significant 
investment in the future. This project continued 
into 2019. 

in terms of the other vessels, the most significant 
replacement investments were the refurbishment 
of the main engines on Urho and Otso, the auto-
mation upgrade on voima, and the replacement 
of separators on Kontio. 
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A surprising, albeit average ice winter 2017–2018 

Jouni vainio
Ice Expert

Finnish Meteorological 
Institute

Ice winter 2017–2018 was statistically 
an average one. The winter peaked on 5 
March when the frozen area extended to 
175,000 km².

ice formation started in the inlets of the northern 
part of the Bay of Bothnia already in late October 
and early November. November was slightly war-
mer than usual, and the ice formation did not prog-
ress much during the month. december was also 
warmer than usual, with moderate development 
of the frozen area. around the independence day, 
it was cold enough in the northern part of the Bay 
of Bothnia for new ice to form in the archipelago 
areas, and icebreaker ale started assisting in the 
archipelago off the coast of luleå. 

as in the previous months, January was also mil-
der than normal. Just before mid-January, the tem-
perature dropped somewhat and the amount of 
ice started to increase. at the end of the month, 
there was ice off the coast of Kemi, Oulu and raahe 
and in the vaasa archipelago. elsewhere along the 
coast of Finland, there was some thin ice in the 
inlets. The thickness of fast ice in the archipelago 
in the Bothnian arc varied between 20 and 40 cm.

Icebreaking

in early February it still seemed that the winter 
will turn out to be a standard, mild one in the same 
way as in the previous winters. However, the situa-
tion changed completely after mid-February. Col-
der north-easterly air started to flow into Finland 
towards the end of the third week in February. a 
sudden warming in the stratosphere brought a col-
der air mass into the country. The amount of ice 
increased as a result of the cold weather, and on 
21 February the extent of the frozen area excee-
ded 115,000 km², which meant that the winter was 
classified as an average one.

The cold spell continued, and at the end of 
February a dose of arctic cold air flowed from 
the east across the southern parts of Finland. as 
a result of the change in weather in February, the 
amount of ice increased rapidly, and all of the Fin-
nish icebreakers were assisting maritime transport 
for the first time in a while. at times, especially in 
traffic in Kvarken and the southern parts of the 
Bay of Bothnia, there was a lot of demand for 
assistance when the northerly winds pushed the 
ice into Kvarken.

The start of March was cold, and the ice cover 
was at its widest on 5 March when the extent of 
frozen area reached 175,000 km². after that, the 
weather turned slightly milder and the frozen area 

started to diminish. in the middle of the month, 
the low-pressure system stepped back and another 
cold front from the north-east started to sweep 
into the country, making the ice cover grow again. 
On 20 March, the high-pressure gave way to a low-
pressure system, and a warmer air front started to 
push into Finland.  in late March, the frozen area 
had decreased to 115,000 km². March was colder 
than normal, the coldest in five years.

The start of april was mild, and the warmer spell 
continued. The last of the ice in the gulf of Finland 
melted in late april, and it was free of ice on 29 
april. in May, the amount of ice decreased, and 
Kvarken was free of ice on 10 May. The ice started 
to slowly weaken and melt. eventually, the Baltic 
Sea was free of ice on 25 May.
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The volume of harbour icebreaking and escort tug services 
in the Bay of Bothnia increased on the previous years. 
Arctia karhu ltd served an increasingly diverse group of 
customers in 2018.

Harbour icebreaking

RElIABlE HARBouR IcEBREAkIng 
And EScoRT Tug SERvIcES

o
ffshore-palvelut

arctia Karhu ltd is an enterprise jointly owned 
by arctia (90%) and the Port of Kemi (10%). The 
company’s field of operations includes harbour 
icebreaking, towing and assisting ships, cargo tran-
sport and other functions in support of navigation 
in Finland and abroad. arctia Karhu ltd offers har-
bour icebreaking services over the wide expanse 
of the Bothnian arc and in the entire area of the 
Baltic Sea.

due to the challenging ice conditions in the Bay 
of Bothnia, there were considerably more harbour 
icebreaking and assistance operations in ports in 
2018 than in previous years. The chartering of har-
bour icebreaker Ulla for assistance tasks in Sout-
hern Finland in early 2018, the numerous escort 

H
arbour icebreaking

tug duties in the Port of röyttä in Tornio, crew 
transport tasks to the ajos offshore wind farm, 
as well as other assistance services contributed 
to the good results of arctia Karhu ltd. 

in 2018, we acquired a new, rapid riB (rigid 
inflatable Boat) boat for the transport of crew 
in the Port of ajos in Kemi. The operation of the 
Port of röyttä in Tornio will get up to speed in 
2019 when the new lNg terminal is expected to 
increase the use of escort tug services.

The new-generation harbour icebreaker ahto 
carried out five escort tug assistances in the Port 
of luleå during 2018. Signed in 2016, the agree-
ment with the Port of luleå will expire in 2019. 
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Meritaito’s extensive business network, diverse fleet and solid expertise strengthen 
Arctia’s capabilities in oil spill preparedness and response.  We are also developing 
solutions for more effective monitoring of oil spills.

oil spill preparedness and 
response

SERvIcES And dEvEloPMEnT WoRk In 
oIl SPIll PREPAREdnESS And RESPonSE 
WITH EvEn BRoAdER SHouldERS

o
il Spill preparedness  

and response

Picture: Meritaito

Oil spill response in water areas requires spe-
cial know-how as well as fast and efficient 
operation to preserve the sensitive waters. 
Meritaito has nine fairway vessels in oil spill 
response standby around the clock in the 
Finnish marine areas and on lake Saimaa. in 
addition to these, arctia’s icebreaker Polaris 
is equipped for oil spill response. 

Meritaito and the Finnish environment insti-
tute (SYKe) have a service contract concer-
ning the production of oil spill response ser-
vices and equipment maintenance. The ships’ 
crew members are trained oil spill response 
professionals. arctia Karhu ltd, on the other 
hand, has a partnership agreement with the 
emergency Service of lapland on oil recovery 
readiness in the Bothnian arc.

all of arctia’s icebreakers can be fitted out 
for oil recovery tasks in a cost-effective way, if 
required. in winter, icebreakers work at hubs 
for merchant vessel traffic, and equipping 
them for oil spill response would significantly 
enhance the current level of preparedness in 
Finland. The icebreaker pier in Katajanokka, 
Helsinki, is situated close to the most signifi-
cant oil transport lanes in the Baltic Sea. 

Meritaito’s wide network of operating sites, 
diverse fleet of vessels and solid expertise also 
enable oil spill recovery services with a quick 
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mERITAITO wAS IN CHARgE OF THE OIL SPILL 
RECOvERY OPERATIONS IN KOKEmäENJOKI

about 48 cubic metres of light fuel oil leaked from 
a heating plant located in the Harjavalta town 
centre just before Christmas 2017. The majority 
of the oil ended up in the rainwater sewer and 
that way into the river Kokemäenjoki. The emer-
gency services launched immediate oil spill res-
ponse measures on the scene. after the initial 
tasks, Meritaito took over the responsibility for 
oil spill recovery.  

Kuva: Teemu laine

o
il Spill preparedness  

and response

in terms of its extent, the oil spill was signifi-
cant in the Finnish scale. Meritaito took part in the 
extensive and multi-stage oil spill recovery measu-
res, which lasted almost the whole year 2018. The 
scale of the operation is illustrated by the fact that 
about 27 kilometres of oil absorbent booms, about 
3.2 kilometres of coast booms and about 800 met-
res of sea booms with a height of 1.5 metres were 
laid in the water. about 1.5 kilometres of the shore 
was flushed and some 2.5 kilometres was restored.

SmART BuOY EquIPPED wITH AN OIL SENSOR 
TRANSmITS DATA FROm THE OPEN SEA vIA A 
SATELLITE

in October 2018, Meritaito’s navigation buoy sys-
tem utilising smart technology was deployed for 

the first time in the open sea. The system is located 
in the gulf of Finland south of Helsinki. it trans-
mits up-to-date information via a satellite on the 
oil content and other factors having an impact on 
water quality in the Baltic Sea. The monitoring data 
facilitates oil spill response measures by the aut-
horities and the identification of illegal oil spills. 
Manufactured by Meritaito, the system is part of 
the graCe project (integrated Oil Spill response 
actions and environmental effects) coordinated by 
the Finnish environment institute. The data pro-
duced by the system is available and free to use 
on the internet.

Picture:  Meritaito ja antti lindfors

response time in order to prevent environmen-
tal damage. in 2018, oil spill recovery equipment 
designed for shallow waters was gathered in spe-
cial containers, which can easily be transported to 
the oil spill recovery site by land or sea. Oil spill 
recovery services can be added as part of the ser-
vice contract offered by Meritaito.
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Hydrographic surveying produces accurate information 
about the topographic changes and quality of the sea 
bed, the water column and bottom sediments.

Hydrographic surveying

uP-To-dATE HYdRogRAPHIc SuRvEY 
dATA guARAnTEES SAFE nAvIgATIon

H
ydrographic surveying

The customers of our hydrographic survey ser-
vices are transport and environmental authorities, 
the naval forces, ports, municipalities and cities, and 
industrial and energy companies. in addition to sur-
veys, Meritaito also offers these customers consul-
ting, construction, planning and information services 
related to fairways and the utilisation of water areas. 
experienced surveyors, planning engineers, construc-
tors and experts in geo-information guarantee suc-
cessful infrastructure projects in underwater areas 
and safe and efficient navigation.

in Finland and in most of the northern european 
countries, hydrographic surveying in sea areas requi-
res authorisation from the authorities. Meritaito 
has a security agreement required by the national 
security auditing criteria (KaTaKri) with the Fin-
nish defence Forces. This enables smooth permit 
processes in the Finnish waters also in demanding 
hydrographic surveys with respect to their security 
classification. Meritaito complies with the highest 
information security requirements in the industry.

arctia’s subsidiary Meritaito ltd is one of the largest 
companies in Northern europe carrying out hydro-
graphic surveying. We offer hydrographic survey, 
research, planning and information services in Fin-
land and in the sea areas of northern europe. Our 
range of services also includes cable and pipeline 
route surveys, condition surveys on underwater struc-
tures, and ground surveys to assess constructability. 
We use the latest giS software for drawing up point 
cloud materials and bottom models in 3d graphics.

Picture: Meritaito
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FINNISH EXPERTISE IN HYDROgRAPHIC 
SuRvEYINg FOR INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS 

in 2018, Meritaito was successful in competitive 
tendering for hydrographic surveying projects and 
studies in Finland and overseas. during the year, 
the company implemented hydrographic survey 
projects for the marine survey authorities in Fin-
land, Sweden and Norway. Moreover, in Septem-
ber 2018 Meritaito was awarded a contract by the 
Maritime and Coastguard agency (MCa), concer-
ning hydrographic surveying of medium waters 
in the United Kingdom. The contract covers years 
2018 to 2020 and includes options for years 2021 
to 2022. The project survey work was started at 
the end of 2018. international cable and pipeline 

H
ydrographic surveying

route surveys were carried out during the year, 
for example, for the Baltic Connector and eastern 
light projects. 

in 2018, the hydrographic survey services had a 
total of 92 projects, surveying thousands of square 
kilometres of sea areas and producing dozens of 
terabytes of data. extending marine surveying and 
research to the international market is an impor-
tant part of Meritaito’s strategy. in 2018, it was 
able to carry out survey operations around the 
year for the first time in the company’s history in 
terms of hydrographic surveying. The turnover of 
international projects accounted for about half 
of the total turnover of hydrographic surveying. 

INNOvATIONS AND FuLL-COvERAgE DATA 
mODELS FOR THE NEEDS OF INTELLIgENT 
TRANSPORT

Meritaito is promoting the development of intel-
ligent maritime transport with the full-coverage 
data material is produces. in 2018, Meritaito car-
ried out hydrographic surveys to enable autono-
mous and intelligent navigation, e.g. in the rauma 
channel. Combining Bathymetric lidar laser sur-
veying and aeroplane and multibeam surveying on 
the vessels produces a full-coverage data model 
on extensive sea areas. Meritaito has successfully 
combined laser and multibeam data for three years 
in major hydrographic survey projects in Finland. 
We are prepared to bring this excellence to the 
international market.

Pictures: Meritaito
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construction work is carried out by our profes-
sional divers. We produce contracting and cont-
ract supervision services in relation to all hydrau-
lic engineering. Our experience over numerous 
decades and the available specialised equipment 
for hydraulic engineering guarantee that our cus-
tomers will always have expert service and an 
excellent end result even in major hydraulic engi-
neering projects. 

The canals serve freight traffic, timber floating, 
passenger ships and pleasure boating. The opera-
tion and maintenance services for canals include 
the operation services for canals and movable 
bridges, electrical, building and mechanical main-

Meritaito has decades of experience in waterway 
maintenance services. The company’s basic ser-
vices in fairway management and maintenance 
include the management and maintenance of 
fixed and floating safety devices in the fairways. 
Meritaito also repairs and builds safety devices, 
prohibition and speed signs, and cable signs. We 
also provide services for the users of the water-
ways by using and maintaining lock canals. 

in addition to basic fairway maintenance, our 
services also include building of boat harbours, 
installation of cables and pipelines, and transport 
of accessories and vehicles. We provide dredging 
services in the inland waterways. Underwater 

Fairway maintenance and  
hydraulic engineering

FInlAnd’S lARgEST PRovIdER oF 
FAIRWAY MAInTEnAncE SERvIcES 

Fairw
ay m

aintenance and 
hydraulic engineering

Meritaito maintains all fairway maintenance areas along the Finnish coast and 
the areas of deep-water channels in the Finnish lake district. Hydraulic enginee-
ring always requires specialist expertise and equipment. Meritaito’s diverse servi-
ces in hydraulic engineering are available from the open sea to the archipelago 
and ports in all territorial waters of Finland.

Picture: Meritaito
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the Kimola canal. Our share of the work includes 
canal dredging work and the building of rock 
lining for the canal banks. The total length of 
the canal to be dredged and lined is 4,450 met-
res. Meritaito’s contract also includes the removal 
of sunken logs and tender posts used in logging. 

With a total cost of just over eUr 20 million, 
the construction of the canal has been divided 
into three contracts: the canal, fairway and bridge 
contracts. a lock about 12 metres in height will 
be built in place of the current log crane, and the 
logging canal is dredged and widened for boat 
traffic.  The exceptional 70-meter-long rock tun-
nel section will be raised and widened. Two brid-
ges will also be built.  The Kimola canal is due to 
be completed in 2019.

in 2018, we completed, e.g. the refurbishment 
of the lighthouse on the island of Utgrynnan. The 
contract included sandblasting, concrete restora-
tion and plastering, replacement of steel parts, 
repair and resurfacing of the upper and floor 
levels, and lighthouse painting work.

mERITAITO SuBCONTRACTS FOR KREATE IN  
THE FAIRwAY CONTRACT FOR KImOLA CANAL

a significant hydraulic engineering project was 
launched in 2018: converting the Kimola logging 
canal that connects lake Konnivesi to lake Pyhä-
järvi for boating use. Meritaito acts as subcont-
ractor for Kreate Oy in the fairway contract on 

tenance tasks on canals, environmental mana-
gement tasks on canals, dredging in lake Sai-
maa, building and repair of erosion protection 
on seawalls and slopes, and diving tasks. Meri-
taito has decades of experience in the operation 
and maintenance tasks on canals and the reno-
vation of canals. 

Meritaito operates and maintains eight locks 
along the Saimaa Canal, three of which are loca-
ted in the Finnish part of the canal and five in 
the area of the Saimaa Canal leased from russia. 
We are also responsible for the operation and 
maintenance of the canals along the Heinävesi-
Tahko route and in the Kokemäenjoki waterway. 

Fairw
ay m

aintenance and 
hydraulic engineering

Picture: Meritaito
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meritaito’s buoy factory has manufactured plastic spar buoys for over 
40 years. At the end of 2018, there were about 30,000 spar buoys and 
other buoys manufactured by meritaito in the Finnish waterways.

Manufacture of navigational Aids

duRABlE And long-lASTIng  
PlASTIc SPAR BuoYS  
FRoM FInlAnd

Polyethylene buoys and navi-
gational aids

aids to Navigation and lighthouse authorities 
(iala). The production programme also includes 
the manufacture of special signs (e.g. boundary 
water, fishing and speed signs). The diameter of 
the signs varies between 90 and 800 millimetres, 
and they can be free-floating or prestressed.

Buoy production is based on an easy-to-care, 
durable and low-cost structure that also withstands 
winter conditions.  Meritaito is the only company in 
the world that manufactures plastic spar buoys for 
ice conditions.  Our products have been exported 
to more than 20 countries – especially to areas nee-
ding ice-proof qualities. Buoys and beacons have 
been exported, e.g. to russia, Canada, the United 
States, the Baltic states and to other countries nee-
ding navigation marks that withstand ice loads.    

We design and manufacture the buoys oursel-
ves which, together with our continuous product 
development, enables tailored solutions for the 
individual needs of our customers. These days, it is 
possible to combine sensor technology and mobile 
data transmission connections inside a plastic spar 
buoy to collect and transmit digital real-time infor-
mation about the waterways. The smart buoy can 
be used for improving navigation safety by equip-
ping it with sensors that collect important informa-
tion for shipping operations. information can be 
collected, e.g. from the oil content of water, water 
level, wave height, flow rate and the location of 
the buoy, as well as the status of the light device 
and the charge of the battery.

Navigational aids, different types of buoys, leading 
beacons and sector lights form the fundamental 
part of safe maritime transport. With the develop-
ment of electronic navigation and digitalisation, 
the safety devices play a key role as they indicate 
the location of safe fairway areas and help in posi-
tioning. in addition to the manufacture of naviga-
tional safety devices, we also offer fairway owners 
services related to their maintenance based on our 
decades of experience and utilising our superior 
local knowledge.

Plastic spar buoys and other types of buoys 
are manufactured out of Hd polyethylene at 
Meritaito’s buoy production facility in Joensuu. 
Safety devices are manufactured of all types spe-
cified by the international association of Marine 

Picture: Meritaito
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04 PERSonnEl And 
govERnAncE
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HumAN RESOuRCE mANAgEmENT

The experienced employees on icebreakers are 
ageing. Therefore, ensuring professional exper-
tise is becoming an increasingly important goal at 
arctia due to the age structure of its employees. 
in 2018, icebreaking expertise was promoted by 
monitoring the work volumes and tasks carried 
out on icebreakers with the aid of manoeuvring 
operators’ logs. 

Two major personnel events, i.e. Shipping 
Company days, were held in 2018. a total of 121 
persons took part in them, 45 in May and 76 in 
december. The company’s strategy and opera-
tional activities were the topic of the May event, 

Icebreaking requires specialist knowledge, which Arctia is fostering 
by taking care of the working capacity and safety of its employees. 

Personnel and governance

THE WEllBEIng oF EMPloYEES EnSu-
RES THAT PRoFESSIonAl SkIllS And 
ExPERTISE ARE REFlEcTEd In THEIR 
PERFoRMAncE

while the merger of arctia and Meritaito was dis-
cussed in december.

arctia’s employee cooperation committee con-
vened five times in 2018. The management team 
and experts mainly took part in the meetings to 
represent the employer. Shop stewards and mem-
bers of the occupational safety and health orga-
nisation took part in the committee as employee 
representatives. The meetings dealt with topical 
issues of the company.

The indicators on the  NumBER AND STRuCTuRE 
OF PERSONNEL are presented in the annual report 
(p. 63). all personnel employed by arctia in 2018 
were Finnish nationals.

EquALITY

in its operations, arctia follows an equality plan 
approved by the Ombudsman for equality. No 
issues have been detected by the Ombudsman that 
would suggest unjustified differences in wages 
and salaries between men and women. The equa-
lity plan includes the non-discrimination plan. The 
equality plan is updated every two years, the next 
update will be in early 2019.

arctia monitors the structure and salaries of its 
employees. at the end of 2018, a total of 11.1 per 
cent of offshore personnel (243 persons in total) 
were women, while the corresponding figure in 
onshore personnel (32 persons in total) was 40.6 
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per cent. The gender ratio has remained at roughly 
the same level for the past few years. The salaries 
of sea personnel are based on collective bargai-
ning agreements and on the job title and salary 
categories defined in the agreements.

REORgANISATION AND DISmISSALS

The deterioration of the economic situation in the 
arctia group resulted in employee co-operation 
negotiations on 5–19 June 2018. Personnel lay-
offs, which were agreed as a result of the negotia-
tions, were implemented between 6 august and 
3 November 2018. The lack of long-term interna-
tional chartering contracts led to new employee 
co-operation negotiations on 1 November 2018. 
The negotiations were still ongoing at the time 
of publication of the annual report.

in addition to financial and production-related 
reasons, the group’s restructuring has an impact 
on the need for work reorganisation. The negotia-
tions apply to the personnel of the entire group 
with the exception of electricians and electrical 
engineers and the personnel of harbour icebrea-
king, i.e. arctia Karhu ltd. 

With the negotiations, the company is seeking 
greater profitability and smaller operational costs 
while safeguarding the continuity of icebreaking 
operations. The negotiations will continue in 2019. 
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a total of 112 employment contracts (75) ended 
at arctia in 2018, and the number of new perma-
nent employment contracts signed was 17 (28). all 
personnel, with the exception of management and 
senior salaried employees, are covered by collec-
tive bargaining agreements. 

arctia applies the Seafarers’ employment Cont-
racts act, based on the international labour Orga-
nisation ilO’s convention on maritime work, to sea 
personnel and the employment Contracts act to 
office personnel. in collective bargaining, arctia 

The statistics do not include Meritaito ltd’s personnel figures
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is represented by the Finnish Shipowners’ associa-
tion, which has company-specific collective agree-
ments with the trade unions representing sea per-
sonnel. 

in 2018, a new collective agreement was drawn 
up with the Finnish Ship’s Officers’ Union, which 
is valid until 28 February 2021.

THE FOLLOwINg COLLECTIvE AgREEmENTS 
wERE IN FORCE IN 2018:

1. The collective agreement applying to the deck, 
engine and catering personnel of the arctia 
group 

2. The collective agreement applying to the engin-
eering officers of the arctia group’s conventio-
nal icebreakers 

3. The collective agreement applying to the engi-
neering officers of the arctia group’s multipur-
pose icebreakers 

4. The collective agreement applying to the deck 
officers of the arctia group’s conventional icebre-
akers 

5. The collective agreement applying to the deck 
officers of the arctia group’s multipurpose 
icebreakers 

6. The collective agreement applying to the officers 
of harbour icebreakers 

7. The collective agreement applying to the crews 
of harbour icebreakers

REmuNERATION SYSTEm AND  
PERFORmANCE BONuSES 

The objective of the performance bonus system is 
to commit the company’s key personnel to impro-
ving arctia’s profitability and to keep the company’s 
remuneration model competitive with those app-
lied to comparable management personnel in other 
companies.

arctia complies with the guidelines for remu-
neration in state-owned companies (statement by 
the Cabinet Committee on economic Policy 12 May 
2016). arctia’s current system is a “one-year bonus 
programme”, and the company does not have a 
long-term incentive programme.  

STRuCTuRE OF THE PERFORmANCE  
BONuS SYSTEm

in the 2018 fiscal period, the remuneration bonus 
programme applied to the CeO, Management Team 
and key personnel reporting to the CeO or a mem-
ber of the Management Team as follows:

‘gOOD PERFORmANCE’ IN 
ACCORDANCE wITH THE 
REmuNERATION guIDELINES

 
maximum 

bonus  
Number of 
personnel

President and CeO 3.6 months 1

Management Team member 2  months 5

Other key personnel  
reporting to the CeO 1–2  months 1–5

‘EXCEPTIONAL PERFORmANCE’ 
IN ACCORDANCE wITH THE 
REmuNERATION guIDELINES

maximum 
bonus  

Number of 
personnel

Bonus in addition to the 
‘good performance’ bonus

President and CeO 2.4 months 1

Management Team member 1 months 5

Other key personnel reporting 
to the CeO 

0,5–1 
months 1–5

The performance bonus is tied to business targets 
defined on the basis of the strategy and budget (in 
the 2018 fiscal period eBiT excluding extraordinary 
items such as business acquisitions or divestments, 
or profits or losses from the sale of ships) and per-
sonal key targets derived from these.

The calculation basis for personal bonuses con-
sists of the total value of the person’s monthly 
salary and taxable perquisites (excl. iT equip-
ment and connections) during the fiscal period. 
if these earnings change during the fiscal period, 
the monthly salary, which the personal bonus is 
based on, will be calculated by dividing the total 
annual salary income by 12.

The bonus will be paid if the operating profit 
(eBiT) of the group is positive. if the group makes 
a loss, no bonuses will be paid.

Personnel may also become subject to the sys-
tem in the middle of a fiscal period, such as when 
a new person is hired or a person with a previous 
employment relationship is transferred to a posi-
tion covered by the system, provided that a mini-
mum of four (4) months remain in the fiscal period. 
in such cases, the amount of bonus paid will corres-
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pond to the ratio of the person’s eligibility to the 
duration of the fiscal period. a month in which the 
person has been employed by arctia for at least 
fourteen (14) working days or days equivalent to 
time at work is considered as a working month. 
Unpaid leave is not considered as a period of eli-
gibility. Bonuses will not be paid for time spent 
on parental leave.

The achievement of targets is reviewed during 
the first quarter of 2019. The right to a perfor-
mance bonus is created once the financial state-
ments have been approved, achievement of perso-
nal targets have been reviewed with the person’s 
immediate superior and his or her superior, and 
the Board of directors of the arctia group has aut-
horised the payment of the bonus. depending on 
the approval date of the financial statements and 
unless otherwise decided by the Board of direc-
tors, the bonus will be paid in connection with the 
salary of February or March. it is a condition for 
the payment of the performance bonus that the 
person is employed by arctia with an employment 
contract valid until further notice and that they 
have not resigned or are not working through their 
period of notice at the time of payment.

if a person within the scope of the system has 
his or her employment terminated or is dismissed 
due to negligence, misdemeanours or other com-
parable reasons before the payment of the bonus, 
the payment will be cancelled.

if a person within the scope of the system retires, 
dies, becomes incapable to work or is dismissed (or 
his or her executive employment contract is ter-
minated) due to reasons other than those stated 
above, his or her bonus will be paid in proportion 
to actual working time (e.g. 8/12 of the annual level 
of bonus after working for 8 months), provided 
that his or her employment lasted a minimum of 
four (4) months during the fiscal period.   

if a person changes duties in the middle of a fis-
cal period, his or her performance bonus will be 
calculated with regard to one (if one of the posi-
tions is not covered by the system) or both posi-
tions in proportion to the time of employment in 
each. in such cases, the person must have served 
for a minimum of four (4) months in a position eli-
gible for a performance bonus.

any changes in the group’s structure during the 
review period will be taken into consideration in 
the definition of performance bonus criteria. Such 
changes can include the sale or termination of a 
business area, consolidations, mergers or other 
organisational arrangements.

in addition to the system described above, the 
Board of directors may, at the proposal of the CeO, 
decide on a separate performance bonus for an 
exceptional work performance. The amount of the 
bonus may not exceed the amount of the person’s 
bonus under this system. 

The Board of directors of the arctia group has 
approved these guidelines on 16 February 2016 

acting on the proposal of the remuneration and 
Nomination Committee. The Board of directors is 
free to make changes to these guidelines or dis-
continue the system at any time.

KEY PERSONNEL 
REmuNERATION SYSTEm 2018 2017 2016

Key personnel subject to 
the remuneration system, 
percentage of total personnel 4.2 % 4.1 % 5.4%

Performance bonuses paid*

CeO (eUr) 0 22,433 0 

rest of the Management Team 
(eUr) 24,400 23,304 0

others (eUr) 18,540 15,777 17,009

Performance bonuses 
including indirect costs 51,528 75,057 20,635

*performance bonuses are paid in the year following the accu-
mulation year
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arctia’s personnel had a total of 620 training days 
in 2018 (812 in 2017). as in the previous years, occu-
pational skills and expertise were strengthened 
primarily with refresher training, which is required 
for qualifications and other professional require-
ments. The engine and electrical crew of iB Pola-
ris underwent training related to the ship’s special 
requirements and maintenance contracts.

deck officers with less experience took part in 
training on icebreaking expertise under the gui-
dance of the Finnish Transport agency (currently 
the Finnish Transport infrastructure agency) in 
2018. Two of arctia’s experienced masters acted 
as trainers on the course. 

arctic expertise was updated with the Polar 
Code arctic Survival Training course in 2018. Qua-

demanding maritime tasks must be prepared for with conti-
nuous training. Arctia has a key role in maintaining and deve-
loping expertise in the entire industry.

competence and expertise

unIquE ExPERTISE MuST BE 
MAInTAInEd And dEvEloPEd

lifications in accordance with the Polar Code of 
the international Maritime Organisation iMO were 
topped up by those who still had not undergone 
the training.

Training for instructors in the use of deck cra-
nes and forklift trucks was organised during 2018 
with the objective of developing the know-how 
and trainer skills of persons instructing other crew 
members. We aim to ensure harmonised orienta-
tion practices and a safe working environment by 
improving orientation and the preparedness of 
instructors. 

Occupational safety card training was organised 
for the entire personnel of arctia during 2018, with 
the contents of the training corresponding to the 
needs of arctia’s safety management system. The 

occupational safety card training strengthens a 
uniform occupational safety culture and practi-
ces internally and in projects implemented with 
external operators.

PERFORmANCE REvIEwS

The performance review form and guidelines were 
updated in 2017, and they were introduced for all 
members of staff. The separate competence assess-
ment system for sea personnel was withdrawn at 
the same time. The reform took place at the same 
time as the updates to the guidelines for the elec-
tronic system in May, and therefore the new prac-
tice was fully introduced in 2018. 

Picture: Tim Bird
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TRAININg *) 2018 2017 2016

Outside training days  620 812 1,395

eUr/person spent on training 886 1,205 1,205

educational background of 
personnel

vocational studies 55 57 55

Bachelor’s degree  40 38 41

Master’s degree 5 5 4

 
 
PERSONNEL SATISFACTION
in February 2018, arctia carried out a job satisfac-
tion survey for the entire personnel. eighty-nine 
per cent of the employees responded to the survey, 
which was the highest response rate in the com-
pany history. The high response rate is probably 
explained by a clearer structure of the survey, the 
timing of the survey in the middle of the opera-
ting period, and communication about the survey. 

The updated survey included seven standard 
questions and two additional questions, which 
concerned the implementation of the equality 
and non-discrimination plan and recommending 
the company as a workplace to outsiders. 

The total index describing personnel satisfac-
tion was 7.11 on a scale from one to ten. This cor-
responds to the previous year’s level (7.12). Based 
on the survey, arctia’s employees feel that they 
manage their work well. The index of 8.53 had 
risen from the index of 7.44 in the reference year. 
Confidence in job security had dropped from 6.79 
to 5.70. 

The results of the personnel survey was discus-
sed in workshops held for all ships, office staff and 
the management team in May–June. The work-
shops had been planned according to arctia’s spe-
cial needs, and they were implemented under the 
direction of an outside actor. The objective of the 
events was to find development areas that can 
be controlled with active conduct in the person’s 
immediate working environment. That way, eve-
ryone was encouraged to commit themselves to 
the changes and their monitoring at the work unit 
level. 

The most common development wishes were 
good manners, co-operation and communication. 
development areas related to operational activi-
ties and a pleasant working environment were also 
highlighted. The wishes were presented to the 
management team in august, after which separa-
tely appointed persons have worked on the plans 
in their respective work units. The co-operation 
rules will be updated at the group level so that 
the cooperation and communication needs iden-
tified in the survey can be promoted and moni-
tored on the basis of the same principles throug-
hout the group.

The ethical rules on cooperation in the work 
community will be updated at the group level. That 
way, the needs to develop cooperation and com-
munication, which were identified in the person-
nel survey, can be promoted and monitored on the 
basis of the same principles throughout the group.

*) The figures do not include Meritaito ltd’s training information
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The Finnish Transport Safety agency Trafi (cur-
rently the Finnish Transport and Communications 
agency Traficom) carried out an audit on arctia’s 
safety and management documentation in 2017. 
arctia received a certificate for its safety manage-
ment system, which is valid until april 2022.

in addition to statutory preventative occupa-
tional health care, arctia offers its employees 
general practitioner-level medical care, including 
treatment by occupational physicians and nurses, 
the required laboratory tests and imaging exami-
nations, and consultation by occupational health 
care experts and specialists. The health insurance 
policy taken out by the company for its employees 
complements the occupational health care services.

NumBER OF ACCIDENTS 2018 2017 2016

accidents resulting in absence 
from work 5 5 7

Other accidents 17 9 5

accident frequency / million 
working hours 9.76 9.90 14.41  

ABSENCE DuE TO SICKNESS 2018 2017 2016

absence rate due to illness, all 
personnel 

Short-term (%) 5.4 6.0 8.9

including long-term absences (%) 6.9 9.1 13.6

Number of suspected cases of 
occupational illness 1 1 2

OCCuPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

a total of five occupational accidents resulting in 
absence from work occurred in 2018 (five also in 
2017). The accident frequency in the group was 
9.76. The accident frequency means the ratio of 
accidents occurred and the hours worked. The ratio 
is calculated per one million working hours. This 
ratio has fallen over the past three years. 

in 2018, statistically, the number of accidents 
that did not result in absence from work was 
higher than in the previous years. On the other 
hand, thanks to training, we have started to report 
these smaller accidents on the ships more diligently. 
These days, for example, small cuts requiring a 
plaster are also included in the figures.

We have achieved better results in occupational 
safety through active communication on safety 
issues, field work and occupational safety training. 
The occupational safety day, which was planned 
and implemented by arctia in partnership with 
the Centre for Occupational Safety, has received 
positive feedback within the shipping company. 
Other shipping companies have sought to learn 
from the training event. in 2018, a total of 230 
arctia employees attended the training.

improving the safety culture was also a key tar-
get in 2018 in Meritaito. information about occu-
pational safety issues was increased. The reporting 
of accident and hazardous situations was stepped 
up with the deviation procedure.

A gOOD DIRECTION IN OCCuPATIONAL 
wELLBEINg

Occupational wellbeing at arctia improved in 2018. 
The monitoring and management of occupatio-
nal health risks were reflected in the reduction of 
absence and cost due to sickness. Short absences 
due to sickness fell from six to 5.4 per cent. The 
share of long-term absences due to sickness fell 
from 9.1 to 6.9 per cent.

in addition to statutory preventative occupatio-
nal health care, arctia offers its employees gene-
ral practitioner-level medical care, which includes 
treatment by occupational physicians and nurses, 
the required laboratory tests and imaging exami-
nations, and consultation by occupational health-
care experts and specialists. The health insurance 
policy taken out by the company for its employees 
complements the occupational health care services. 

arctia supports its employees’ leisure activities 
with sports and arts vouchers. every arctia emp-
loyee is entitled to receive vouchers worth 200 
euros each year.

The figures do not include information about Meritaito ltd
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POLARIS

IcEBREAkERS And MulTIPuRPoSE IcEBREAkERS

Fleet 31 december 2018

length, m / Beam, m / draught, m / Power, kW

IB SISu 106.6 / 23.8 / 8.3 / 16,200

mSv FENNICA 116.0 / 26.0 / 8.4 / 15,000

IB KONTIO 98.6 / 24.2 / 8.0 / 15,000

IB uRHO 106.6 / 23.8 / 8.3 / 16,200

mSv NORDICA 116.0 / 26.0 / 8.4 / 15,000

IB OTSO 98.6 / 24.2 / 8.0 / 15,000

IB vOImA 83.5 / 19.4 / 7.0 / 10,200

HIB AHTO 40.0 / 12.8 / 5.5 / 3,600

IB POLARIS 110 / 24 / 8.0 / 22,000 

the world’s first icebreaker to use liquefied natural 
gas, lNg, as fuel and designed for the most challen-
ging ice conditions in the Baltic Sea. 

We also operate seven hydrographic survey vessels, 
which are suitable for survey areas in the open sea, 
on the coast and in indoor waterways, four fairway 

arctia’s vessels include the conventional icebre-
akers voima (commissioned in 1954, renovated in 
1979 and 2016), Urho (1975) and Sisu (1976), Otso 
(1986) and Kontio (1987), the multipurpose icebre-
akers Fennica (1993) and Nordica (1994), harbour 
icebreaker ahto (2014), as well as Polaris, which is 

vessels suitable for heavy maritime tasks, and three 
Oili class vessels suitable for medium-heavy tasks. The 
fairway vessels are equipped for oil spill response. 
Our fleet of vessels also includes several Meri1000, 
Meri2000 and Meri4000 class fairway supply ships 
and a versatile hydraulic engineering fleet.
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Kuva: Sampo Tammiala
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Arctia ltd.

AnnuAl REPoRT 
FoR THE PERIod 
1 JAn. – 31 dEc. 2018
mARKET DEvELOPmENT

The number of icebreaking assistances in the Bal-
tic Sea area is increasing as a result of the growing 
volume of maritime transport and the assisted ves-
sels’ diminished performance in ice. it is difficult 
to estimate the impacts of climate change on the 
ice situation in future winters. in any case, a suffi-
cient icebreaking capacity is critical in the next few 
years in order to safeguard year-round navigation 
to the Finnish ports. The icebreaking fleets of both 
Finland and Sweden are subject to renewal pressu-
res as the current fleets are ageing. Opportunities 
for using icebreakers in the summer season have 
been identified, e.g. in oil spill preparedness and 
response and in the support for maritime infra-
structure projects.

activities in the North american market have 
decreased considerably as a result of energy and 
climate policy decisions in both the United States 
and Canada. The policies adopted in the United 
States and the price trend of crude oil may, howe-
ver, alter the situation in the next few years. Mining 
projects in the northern regions are making head-
way, creating fresh demand for maritime services. 
Projects by the coast guards to renew their icebrea-
king capacity are making progress and passenger 
ship transport is on the increase. Seismic research 
is expected to continue in greenland. However, 
there is no significant growth in sight in this mar-
ket at least in the short term.

energy production and mining projects in the 
arctic and Sub-arctic regions of russia continued 
to grow, increasing traffic in the Northeast Pas-
sage. For this reason, demand for support services 

in the region also increased. as arctic research in 
asian and european countries increases, the rese-
arch organisations will need icebreaking and rese-
arch ship services. The sanctions do not restrict 
icebreaking services, but they do partly limit other 
possible service forms.

renewable energy projects in ice-covered sea 
areas may bring new kinds of service needs. Wind 
turbines in particular will probably form the basis 
for local energy production in the arctic region in 
the future. Climate change mitigation and environ-
mental protection have become important themes 
also in the utilisation of business potential in the 
arctic region. This can be seen, e.g. in the increa-
sing difficulty in receiving funding for the explo-
ration and production of fossil fuels and for other 
risky projects in terms of the environment. 
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standing at eUr 50.9 million (eUr 48.9 million in 
2017). Operating profit amounted to eUr 2.2 mil-
lion (eUr 0.1 million). Profit for the fiscal period 
was eUr 1.4 million (eUr -1.4 million). Significant 
factors behind the improved results included the 
ice winter that accrued a high number of opera-
ting days and the cost adjustment measures due 
to the weak offshore market. The fact that Meri-
taito ltd became a new subsidiary in december 
also had a positive impact on the results of the 
group. 

The amount of investment increased signifi-
cantly, which partly explains the projects that 
were moved to the review period from the pre-
vious year. The increase in equity, interest-bearing 
liabilities and balance sheet total was due to the 
consolidation of Meritaito ltd’s figures into the 
group’s figures. This same reason is also behind 
the small decline in the equity ratio. However, 
the group’s liquidity and solvency remained at a 
very healthy level.  

mERITAITO LTD’S PERFORmANCE AND 
FINANCIAL KEY FIguRES

Meritaito’s turnover increased on the previous 
year to eUr 32.5 million (eUr 31.2 million in 2017). 

Profit for the fiscal period came to eUr 2.4 mil-
lion (eUr -4.2 million). Meritaito’s positive perfor-
mance was especially attributable to the efficiency 
measures for improving the cost effectiveness and 
profitability of operations. 

The company’s balance sheet total stood at eUr 
29.7 million (eUr 32.5 million). equity ratio rose 
to 39.2 per cent (26.6 per cent). at the end of the 

mAJOR EvENTS DuRINg THE FISCAL PERIOD

in early winter 2018, the weather conditions were 
warmer than usual, but the situation changed as a 
result of the cold spell in February and March. The 
entire fleet was engaged in icebreaking duties 
from the end of February until almost the end of 
March. The previous time when the entire fleet 
was in operation in the Baltic Sea was in 2011. 

a maximum of five heavy icebreakers and 
three harbour icebreakers were used in the gulf 
of Bothnia. Customers in the gulf of Finland were 
served by three heavy icebreakers and one har-
bour icebreaker. all of the conventional icebre-
akers and one multipurpose icebreaker were in 
operation until april. The last icebreaker comp-
leted its operation towards the end of May. The 
total number of icebreaking days was 662, which 
is considerably higher than in the previous year. 
The technical reliability of the fleet was substan-
tially better than in the previous year. The num-
ber of offhire days that interrupted operations 
was four, while in 2017 this number was 46. The 
main reason for the improved reliability was the 
successful remediation of problems related to the 
first year of operation of iB Polaris.

The icebreaking contract with the Finnish Tran-
sport agency on the multipurpose icebreakers 
ended in april. We won the competitive tender 
on a new contract to replace the terminated one, 
and the contract was signed in May. The new cont-
ract is, in the main, similar to the previous one, 
extending to 2025. 

in terms of maintenance investment and repairs 
of the vessels, the year was a heavy one, placing 

a strain on both human and financial resources. 
Multipurpose icebreaker Nordica was dry-docked 
in the first half of the year, and iB Sisu under-
went a life span extension in the second half of 
the year.  

The situation of the international offshore 
market continued to be challenging throughout 
2018, due to which the company had to adapt 
its own cost structure. The crew of the multipur-
pose icebreakers were laid off for about three 
months in the autumn. The vessels were laid up 
at the rauma Shipyard. 

With the lack of long-term international char-
tering projects, employee cooperation negotia-
tions concerning almost the entire group were 
launched in November for production-related and 
financial reasons and for reasons attributable to 
the group restructuring. The negotiations are still 
continuing in 2019.

Meritaito ltd, the state-owned company pro-
ducing fairway maintenance, hydrographic sur-
vey and other waterway services, became a fully 
owned subsidiary of the icebreaking company 
arctia ltd in december by the decision of the 
Council of State. The reorganisation aims to imp-
rove business opportunities and profitability and 
to strengthen international business operations. 
The planning and implementation of the group’s 
restructuring will continue in 2019.

gROuP PERFORmANCE AND  
FINANCIAL KEY FIguRES

arctia group’s turnover for the period under 
review slightly exceeded the previous year’s level, 
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FINANCIAL KEY FIguRES DESCRIBINg THE OPERATIONS OF THE ARCTIA gROuP:

KeY FigUreS 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
Turnover, MeUr 50.9 48.9 60.7 64.4 61.7
Operating profit/loss, MeUr 2.2 0.1 12.9 18.1 16.8

% of turnover 4.4 0.3 21.2 28.1 27.2
Profit/loss for the fiscal period, MeUr 1.4 -1.4 9.1 14.6 12.9

% of turnover 2.7 -2.1 15.1 22.7 20.9
equity, MeUr 147.3 137.2 143.2 141.6 134.8
equity ratio, % 49.2 50.1 49.9 73.4 72.7
gearing, % 70.4 70.4 62.5 -16.9 -15.6
interest-bearing liabilities, MeUr 130.0 121.4 124.2 36.1 34.7
return on capital invested, % 0.8 0.1 5.7 11.8 11.3
return on equity (rOe), % 1.0 -1.0 6.4 10.6 10.0
gross investment, MeUr 12.7 5.7 131.6 14.8 15.6

 % of turnover 25.9 11.6 216.9 23.0 25.3
Balance sheet total, MeUr 300.1 274.5 287.4 193.9 185.7

The figures for 2018 are not fully comparable due to the consolidation of Meritaito ltd.

year, the company’s interest-bearing debt total-
led eUr 11.5 million (eUr 18.6 million). 

Cash flow from operating activities increased 
clearly on the previous year, standing at eUr 5.7 
million (eUr -0.2 million). Cash flow from invest-
ments amounted to eUr -0.1 million (eUr -0.4 
million). The most significant investments were 
related to vessels. Cash flow from financing acti-
vities stood at eUr -7.1 million (eUr 3.6 million). 
available assets at the end of the fiscal period 
totalled eUr 1.8 million (eUr 3.3 million). 

ICEBREAKINg

The start to the ice winter was warmer than ave-
rage. in January, a brash ice barrier was formed 
in the Bay of Bothnia, which hampered the pas-
sage of merchant ships and required the help of 
icebreakers. The warm start to the winter was 
thought to predict a mild ice winter. However, the 
rapid freeze in mid-February changed the situa-
tion to such an extent that at the end of February 
all arctia’s icebreakers had moved to operating 
duties. The most extensive ice cover was reached 
on 5 March when its extent in the Baltic Sea was 
about 175,000 km² (88,000 km²). all eight icebre-
akers were on icebreaking duties simultaneously 
from 28 February until 29 March, i.e. for 30 days. 

Compared to the two previous winters, the 
ice winter was relatively demanding, but in view 
of the long-term average it was normal in terms 
of the maximum extent of ice cover. all of the 
conventional icebreakers and one multipurpose 
icebreaker were in operation until april, and the 

FINANCIAL KEY FIguRES DESCRIBINg THE OPERATIONS OF THE mERITAITO LTD.

KeY FigUreS 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
Turnover, MeUr 32.5 31.2 28.3 27.5 31.2
Operating profit/loss, MeUr 3.4 -3.7 -5.0 -2.2 0.4

% of turnover 10.4 - - - 1.3
Profit/loss for the fiscal period, MeUr 2.4 -4.2 -4.8 -0.3 -0.8

% of turnover 7.3 - - - -
equity, MeUr 11.0 8.6 13.5 18.3 18.6
equity ratio, % 39.2 26.6 39.1 62.0 61.1
gearing, % 83.5 178.0 109.2 27.0 14.6
interest-bearing liabilities, MeUr 11.5 18.6 15.0 6.2 4.0
return on capital invested, % 12.7 neg neg neg neg
return on equity (rOe), % 31.6 neg neg neg neg
gross investment, MeUr 0.5 0.6 6.1 4.4 2.2

 % of turnover 1.6 1.9 21.5 16.1 7.0
Balance sheet total, MeUr 29.7 32.5 34.7 29.8 30.6
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last icebreaker returned from icebreaking duties 
at the end of May.

The turnover of icebreaking amounted to eUr 
45.0 million (eUr 36.2 million) and operating pro-
fit eUr 10.6 million (eUr 7.0 million). The growth 
in turnover resulted from the ice winter that nee-
ded more active operations. Moreover, multipur-
pose icebreaker Nordica was chartered elsewhere 
in the winter period 2017 and therefore did not 
have an impact on the icebreaking turnover. The 
number of operating days in icebreaking total-
led 662 (447). Of these, conventional icebreakers 
totalled 589 days (447) and multipurpose icebre-
akers 73 days (0). There were considerably fewer 
offhire days than in the previous year, i.e. four 
(46).

OFFSHORE

despite active sales work, we were unable to secure 
long-term chartering contracts for the multipur-
pose icebreakers during the year under review. 
There were two short-term chartering tasks in the 
Baltic Sea, amounting to five operating days (65). 

in January, arctia icebreaking ltd took over the 
chartering of multipurpose icebreakers Fennica 
and Nordica, which were on standby for icebrea-
king duties for the Finnish Transport agency. Both 
of the multipurpose vessels took part in operatio-
nal icebreaking during the period. in March, Fen-
nica was in icebreaking duties in the Kvarken area 
and Nordica in the gulf of Finland. The icebrea-
king readiness in the Baltic Sea ended on 15 april 
for both vessels. The effective chartering contract 

with the Finnish Transport agency also termina-
ted at the same time.

We won the competitive tender on a new cont-
ract to replace the terminated one, and the cont-
ract was signed in May. The new contract is, in 
the main, similar to the previous one, extending 
to 2025. in the new contract, the annual readiness 
period is between 15 January and 15 april.  

The turnover of arctia Offshore ltd amounted 
to eUr 6.2 million (eUr 13.6 million) and opera-
ting loss eUr -9.7 million (eUr -7.2 million). during 
2018, the company expanded its client portfolio 
to the international research sector when it joined 
the eU’s arctic research icebreaker Consortium. in 
the forthcoming years, arctia will aim to establish 
itself in the scientific community as a provider of 
research icebreaking services.

HARBOuR ICEBREAKINg

during 2018, harbour icebreaking was carried out 
in the ports of both Tornio and Kemi with the har-
bour icebreakers ahto and Jääsalo. Harbour icebre-
aker Jääsalo and tug Ulla were chartered from Port 
of Kemi ltd. Ulla was chartered for assistance tasks 
in South Finland in the early part of the winter. 
The chartering had a significant one-off impact 
on the company’s turnover and results.

in the open water season, the company succee-
ded in selling its services to a higher degree than 
in the previous years. Numerous harbour towing 
and escort tug services and the transport of crew 
for the clients improved to company’s results for 
the open water season. The most significant of 

the maintenance tasks was the five-year docking 
of Ulla in June.

The turnover of harbour icebreaking in 2018 
totalled eUr 3.4 million (eUr 2.3 million) and the 
operating profit stood at eUr 0.6 million (eUr 0.2 
million).

mERITAITO LTD 

Meritaito ltd became a fully-owned subsidiary 
of arctia ltd in december by the decision of the 
Council of State. Meritaito is the market leader 
in its field in Finland. The company has sought 
growth from international projects especially in 
hydrographic surveying and the sale of spar buoys. 
during 2018, the company carried out hydrographic 
surveying projects for the Swedish hydrographic 
survey authorities, and a hydrographic survey pro-
ject lasting several years was launched with the 
UK Hydrographic Office. 

The systematic efficiency measures launched in 
2017 were continued during the year under review. 
The development and efficiency measures focused 
on areas and processes that are critical in terms of 
operations, for example, the development of pro-
ject completion and financial management, pro-
curement, and the use of fleet. We also disconti-
nued the manufacture of loss-making oil recovery 
equipment. during the year, we focused especially 
on the active sale of the service concepts and the 
development of pricing. 

Turnover increased on the previous year to eUr 
32.5 million (eUr 31.2 million in 2017). Profit for 
the fiscal period came to eUr 2.4 million (eUr -4.2 
million). The proportion of the figures starting 
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KEY FIguRES, gROuP PERSONNEL

2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

AvERAgE NumBER OF PERSONNEL 
DuRINg THE FISCAL PERIOD 281 278 272 270 273

icebreaking 155 150 141 138 141

Offshore 83 86 86 90 94

Harbour icebreaking 11 11 11 9 8

Onshore personnel 32 31 34 33 30

NumBER OF PERSONNEL (31 DEC.)

Onshore personnel 32 31 32 36 31

Offshore personnel 243 237 233 237 230

EmPLOYmENT CONTRACT DISTRIBuTION 
(31 DEC.)

Onshore personnel, permanent 31 29 29 33 31

Offshore personnel, permanent 220 217 209 213 204

Temporary 24 22 27 27 26

SHARE OF FuLL-TImE AND PART-TImE 
EmPLOYmENT CONTRACTS (%)

Onshore personnel, part-time 3.1 3.2 8.7 2.8 6.5

Offshore personnel, part-time 0 0 0 0,4 0,4

LEAvINg RATE 

Total personnel / leaving and part-time 
employees (%)

Onshore personnel 3.4 28.1 13.9 9.7 6.5

Offshore personnel 39.6 27.4 11.8 14.5 23.3

The table does not include the personnel of Meritaito ltd, an average of 222 
employees (232) during the financial year 2018. 

2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

AvERAgE LENgTH OF EmPLOYmENT 
CONTRACT / YEARS (31 DEC.)

all employees 11.5 12.5 13.5 13.9 15.3

AvERAgE AgE OF PERSONNEL / YEARS (31 
DEC.)

all employees 47.5 48.1 49.0 48.3 47.5

Offshore personnel, men 48.0 48.4 49.3 49.0 48.5

Offshore personnel, women 44.3 47.0 47.5 46.4 48.5

Onshore personnel 48.0 46.3 46.0 45.2 46.0

retired employees 12 11 12 14 10

average age of retirement 62.0 60.3 61.5 60.5 60.5

gENDER DISTRIBuTION OF PERSONNEL (31 
DEC.)

Women, offshore personnel 11.1 11.4 12.0 13.5 14.8

Women, onshore personnel 40.6 45.2 46.9 47.2 45.1

BOARD OF DIRECTORS gENDER 
DISTRIBuTION

Women 3 * 2 * 2 * 2 * 2

Men 5 * 3 * 3 * 3 * 3

YLImmäN JOHDON SuKuPuOLIJAKAumA 
(JOHTORYHmä) (31.12.)

Women 2 * 2 * 2 * 1 * 1

Men 5 * 4 * 6 * 6 * 5

*members at the turn of the year
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from 13 december was consolidated into the arctia 
group, which meant a turnover of eUr 2.5 million 
and operating profit of eUr 0.4 million. Meritaito’s 
positive performance was especially contributed 
to by the efficiency measures for improving the 
cost effectiveness and profitability of operations.

EmPLOYEES

during the year, employees were recruited to 
ensure professional competence and to prepare 
for future retirements. Competence was main-
tained with refresher training required for qua-
lifications and other professional requirements.

Further positive development was seen in occu-
pational wellbeing during the review period. 
active monitoring and management of occupa-
tional health risks were reflected in the reduction 
of absence and costs due to sickness. absence due 
to sickness fell to 5.4 per cent from the previous 
year’s 6.0 per cent. 

a personnel survey was carried out on the 
entire group in February. The response rate of 
the survey was 88.9 per cent. The total index desc-
ribing personnel satisfaction was 7.11 on a scale 
from one to ten, which is almost at the same level 
with the reference material (reference material in 
Finland 7.12). Based on the index, personnel satis-
faction is therefore at a reasonable level.

On 14 March, the Finnish Ship’s Officers’ Union 
(SlPl) and the Finnish Shipowners’ association 
renewed the collective agreements concerning 
the deck officers of the arctia group’s conven-
tional icebreakers and multipurpose icebreakers 
for the period 1 March 2018 to 28 February 2021. 

The agreement was preceded by SlPl’s warning 
about work stoppage.

employee cooperation negotiations concer-
ning temporary lay-offs took place in the group 
on 5–19 June 2018 due to changes in the market 
situation.  after the negotiations, lay-offs took 
place between 6 august and 3 November 2018.

With the lack of long-term international char-
tering projects, employee cooperation negotia-
tions were relaunched on 1 November 2018 for 
production-related and financial reasons and for 
reasons attributable to the group restructuring. 
With the negotiations, the company is seeking 
greater profitability and smaller operational costs 
while safeguarding the continuity of icebreaking 
operations. The negotiations continue in 2019.

FINANCINg

The group’s cash assets at end of year totalled eUr 
26.2 million (eUr 24.6 million). The most signifi-
cant areas of spending the cash assets were invest-
ments, the repayment of loans, and the payment 
of dividends. The majority of cash assets were 
invested in low-risk bond funds. Cash assets are 
maintained in preparation for the maintenance 
of arctia’s ageing fleet, renovation investments, 
and for extensive future replacement investments 
across the entire fleet. 

at the end of the year, the group had eUr 
121.1 million of long-term interest-bearing debt 
(eUr 118.6 million) wholly acquired from exter-
nal financial institutions. The group had eUr 
8.9 million (eUr 2.8 million) of short-term debt 
from financial institutions. The increased debt 

resulted from the consolidation of Meritaito into 
the group. The interest rates of the loans are lin-
ked to market interest rates. The group also has 
a total of eUr 43.0 million in interest rate deri-
vatives hedging the capital, and their cash flow 
impact will start in 2019. at the balance sheet 
date, the market value of the interest rate deri-
vatives was eUr -0.7 million, which is shown in 
the notes to the balance sheet.  

INvESTmENT

Substantial maintenance and refurbishment 
investments were made on the vessels during 
the review period. The group’s gross investments 
totalled eUr 12.7 million (eUr 5.7 million). 

icebreaker Sisu underwent a comprehensive dry 
docking for life span extension where the ship’s 
machinery equipment and accommodation were 
renewed. The life span extension of Sisu was part 
of the WiNMOS ii project, supported by the eU, 
aiming for the development of winter naviga-
tion. Multipurpose icebreakers Nordica and Fen-
nica were docked and their bow thrusters were 
replaced. Both of Fennica’s propulsion units were 
also refurbished, and Nordica underwent its five-
year docking. Ballast water processing equipment 
was installed on both vessels.

another significant investment project was the 
rating of both multipurpose icebreakers to meet 
the requirements of the iMO Polar Code, which 
will partly continue in 2019. in terms of the other 
vessels, the most important investments were the 
refurbishment of the main engines on icebrea-
kers Urho and Otso, the automation upgrade on 
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iB voima, and the replacement of separators on 
iB Kontio. 

With respect to iB Polaris, the maintenance 
tasks played a smaller part, as 2018 was only the 
second icebreaking season for the vessel. The ves-
sel has been operating flawlessly during the cur-
rent icebreaking season.

SAFETY 

Ship safety is monitored by the group through 
regular internal audits. The Finnish Transport 
and Communications agency Traficom carries 
out an inspection on arctia’s vessels each year. 
action and repair plans have been drawn up on 
the basis of the observations made during the 
audits and inspections, and the plans have been 
carried through. No serious non-conformities 
were identified in audits or inspections during 
the fiscal period.

launched in 2017, the certification of icebrea-
kers Urho, Sisu and voima to meet the require-
ments of international transport was completed. 
Some factors having an impact on meeting the 
requirements will be completed in connection 
with future dockings by 2021. The Finnish Tran-
sport and Communications agency Traficom has 
granted a special licence for these issues.

a total of five (5) occupational accidents resul-
ting in absence from work occurred in the group 
in 2018. The occupational safety day, which was 
planned and implemented by arctia in partner-
ship with the Centre for Occupational Safety, 

received positive feedback from the employees. 
Other shipping companies have also sought to 
learn from the training event. a total of 230 emp-
loyees attended the training course during the 
year. Occupational safety training continues in 
2019.

The rating of the vessels for the iMO Polar Code 
started on Nordica, Fennica and Otso. in accor-
dance with the requirements of the Polar Code, 
employees were trained in cold weather survi-
val. The rating of the vessels to meet the requi-
rements of the new Polar Classes will be comp-
leted during 2019.

The arctia group takes account of the envi-
ronment in all its operations and complies with 
the regulations of the international Maritime 
Organization’s (iMO) internal Safety Management 
Code (iSM Code) and the international Conven-
tion for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 
(MarPOl Convention), along with the national 
guidelines and regulations.

DEvELOPmENT wORK AND RESEARCH

Significant development work focused on desig-
nated strategic sales projects in new business 
areas. Of these, the use of icebreakers as rese-
arch vessels made promising progress during the 
year. The ice Management & Oil recovery (iMOr) 
project was presented in a number of internatio-
nal events during the year.

another example of the stakeholder projects 
was the Ministry of the environment’s working 
group for arctia and the Finnish environment 

institute on increasing the use of research ves-
sels and icebreakers for research purposes. at 
the end of the year, preparations were launched 
for arctia to take part in the european Union’s 
ariCe project that aims for better allocation of 
the resources of research icebreakers for the use 
of researchers. 

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Corporate social responsibility indicators are 
monitored by the company’s management team 
with regular monthly reporting. The most sig-
nificant measures related to the company’s res-
ponsibility in 2018 were the two co-operation 
negotiations. The most significant occupational 
accident was when a service provider was taken ill 
at the Katajanokka quayside, as a result of which 
the occupational safety guidelines were revised. 

Two Shipping Company days for the entire per-
sonnel were held during the year, and workshops 
on the basis of the personnel satisfaction survey 
were organised. The objective of the workshops 
was to improve occupational wellbeing. 

The first oil spill preparedness and response 
drill held on icebreaker Polaris in late summer 
gained considerable international visibility. The 
drill was important for the training of personnel 
and to assess the functioning and maintenance 
need of the equipment. 

Stakeholder relations were managed actively 
throughout the year. The icebreakers were visited 
by, e.g. the Presidents of Finland, iceland and the 
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Federal republic of germany with their staff, as 
well as the commanders of the navies of the euro-
pean countries.

ENvIRONmENT

Oil spill preparedness and response in the Bay 
of Bothnia continued without interruption with 
the harbour icebreaker ahto and the Jääsalo. The 
contract with the emergency Service of lapland 
was not affected by the responsibility for organi-
sing national oil spill preparedness and response 
being transferred to the Finnish Border guard. 

The first oil spill preparedness and response 
drill on iB Polaris, which was held in the autumn, 
increased the visibility of arctia’s expertise and 
contributed to the preparation for future nego-
tiations on oil spill preparedness and response.

There was no significant environmental damage 
caused in operations during the icebreaking sea-
son. The new-form garbage record book requi-
red by the legislative amendment concerning the 
reporting of ships’ waste was introduced on all 
vessels of the shipping company. The reporting 
of fuel was paid particular attention at the end 
of the year as a result of iMO’s requirement of 
SeeMP2 reporting by all vessels. SeeMP2 repor-
ting is linked to international climate targets and 
therefore probably heralds future regulatory met-
hods to reduce fuel consumption.

COmPANY ORgANISATION,  
mANAgEmENT AND AuDITORS

a new subsidiary joined the arctia group on 13 
december when the Council of State by its deci-
sion handed over the share capital of the state-
owned company Meritaito ltd to arctia ltd as 
transfer of assets in kind. The group’s parent com-
pany is arctia ltd that manages, e.g. the group’s 
financial administration, iCT functions and com-
munications. The subsidiary arctia Management 
Services ltd produces management shipping com-
pany services related to, e.g. human resources 
management, safety, technology and manning. 

The group’s operational activities are divided 
between the four subsidiaries. Meritaito ltd pro-
duces fairway maintenance and hydrographic sur-
veying services, arctia icebreaking ltd delivers 
conventional icebreaking services in the Baltic Sea, 
arctia Offshore ltd offers offshore services also 
outside the Baltic Sea in addition to conventional 
icebreaking, and arctia Karhu ltd provides har-
bour icebreaking services in the Baltic Sea. The 
group also includes other subsidiaries and asso-
ciated companies, the operation of which has not 
been significant. 

The annual general Meeting of 9 March 2018 
appointed Pertti Saarela as Chairman of the Board 
of directors of arctia ltd, and Pirjo Kiiski, Hanna 
Masala, ilpo Nuutinen and antti Pankakoski as 
members of the Board of directors. The Board of 
directors elected ilpo Nuutinen as vice-Chairman. 
Three new members of the Board of directors of 

arctia ltd were elected in the extraordinary gene-
ral meeting on 13 december 2018: Sinikka Musta-
kari, Mats rosin and Kari Savolainen. The Board 
of directors convened 17 times in 2018, with an 
attendance rate of 98 per cent. The remuneration 
of the Board of directors remained unchanged. 

The auditor of the arctia group was ernst 
& Young ltd, Corporation of Certified Public 
accountants, with Mikko rytilahti, authorised 
Public accountant, Chartered Public Finance audi-
tor, as chief auditor.

The President and CeO of arctia ltd was Tero 
vauraste until 17 december, after which Kim Höi-
jer, Senior vice President, CFO, started as acting 
President and CeO. in addition to the President 
and CeO, the following persons were members 
of the group’s Management Team during the fis-
cal period: 
•	Tom ekegren, Senior vice President, icebrea-

king
•	Petri Mikola, Senior vice President, Technical 

Services
•	Kim Höijer, Senior vice President, CFO
•	eero Hokkanen, Communications Manager
•	Pia Broumand, Chief Security Officer
•	Sari Näkki, Senior vice President, Human 

resources, until 25 September 2018
•	Hilppa rautpalo, Senior vice President, 

Human resources, as from 15 October 2018
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SHARES

2018 2016

Share capital, eUr 18,700,000.00 18,700,000.00

Nominal value of share, 
eUr

25.00 25.00

Number of shares 748,000 748,000

The entire share capital of the parent company is 
owned by the Finnish State.

ESTImATE OF KEY RISKS AND uNCERTAINTIES

The ageing of the company’s fleet increases the 
risk of technical problems and a rise in mainte-
nance costs. The risk of non-availability of spare 
parts for old vessels is also growing. Technical reli-
ability plays a significant role during operations 
in demanding conditions. arctia seeks to manage 
this risk through long-term maintenance program-
mes and annual maintenance plans. 

in order to ensure undisturbed operations 
when operating in distant areas, particular atten-
tion is paid to the serviceability, spare parts needs 
and crew rotation of vessels, along with the avai-
lability of maintenance. 

increasing requirements are being set for ope-
rating in arctic regions, particularly with regard 
to safety and environmental conservation. arctia’s 
vessels ensure the safety of operations in these 
regions. Operators in the arctic marine areas need 
an appropriately equipped fleet and specialist 
expertise in shipping and on arctic conditions. 

The principal criteria for vessels are eco-efficiency 
and a sufficient polar ice class.

The development of the arctic market consti-
tutes a business environment risk to arctia. The 
progress of arctic projects largely depends on 
developments in environmental legislation and 
other official regulations and on the global mar-
ket prices for oil. in the arctic areas, provisions 
are made against the increase in operational costs 
with insurance and contractual arrangements and 
by actively seeking new markets for profitable 
chartering.

The group is greatly dependent on one cus-
tomer, i.e. the Finnish Transport infrastructure 
agency (previously the Finnish Transport agency). 
The risk is reduced by long effective contracts. The 
merging of Meritaito with the group significantly 
increases the number of customers, although the 
Finnish Transport infrastructure agency will still 
remain by far the largest customer. 

RISKS RELATED TO PERSONNEL

The arctia group will experience a large turnover 
in personnel in the next few years due to ageing. 
This turnover increases the risk of a fall in the 
professional competence level. arctia seeks to 
mitigate this risk through anticipatory personnel 
planning and sufficient training.   

FINANCIAL AND ACCIDENT RISKS

The risks related to the group’s chartering and 
financing are mitigated through contractual 
arrangements and, if necessary, currency and 
interest rate derivatives. For the management 
of interest risks, the company uses interest rate 
swaps for converting variable interest rates into 
fixed rates. More detailed information on deri-
vatives is provided in the notes to the financial 
statements.

Credit-loss risks involved in chartering are 
managed by determining the credit ratings of 
customers and the use of payment terms based 
on the customer’s credit rating and, possibly, 
sufficient securities. arctia has protected itself 
against property damage and disruptions of busi-
ness through extensive insurance cover. an exten-
sive investigation on the operating risks related 
to chartering will be carried out before commit-
ting to the contract.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ PROPOSAL  
ON THE uSE OF RETAINED EARNINgS

The parent company’s distributable assets total eUr 
101,143,941.58, which were reduced by the loss 
for the fiscal period, eUr -84,922.90. The Board 
of directors proposes the payment of a dividend 
of eUr 2.14 per share, eUr 1,600,720.00 in total. 
The payment of dividend will not jeopardise the 
company’s solvency.
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SIgNIFICANT EvENTS AFTER THE FINANCIAL 
PERIOD AND THE OuTLOOK FOR FuTuRE 
DEvELOPmENT 

as mentioned above, the company is undergoing 
group-level co-operation negotiations. The collec-
tive agreements of the Finnish engineers’ associa-
tion and the Finnish Seafarers’ Union terminated 
at the end of February. The co-operation nego-
tiations have been suspended for the duration of 
collecting bargaining. The negotiations are due to 
continue and decisions to be made after the new 
collective agreements have entered into force. 

On 15 February 2019, the Finnish Seafarers’ 
Union (SMU) gave a warning about work stop-
page concerning passenger ships operating in 
international traffic, merchant vessels and icebre-
akers as from 1 March 2019. after that, SMU and 
the Finnish Shipowners’ association (Sv) nego-
tiated under a conciliator. The parties accepted 
the conciliator’s proposal of conciliation on 25 
February 2019 and the threat of stoppage was 
averted. SMU and Sv renewed the collective 
agreement concerning the deck, engine and cate-
ring employees of the icebreakers and multipur-
pose icebreakers of arctia, arctia icebreaking and 
arctia Offshore for the period from 1 March 2019 
to 28 February 2021.

On 22 February 2019, the Finnish engineers’ 
association (SKPl) gave a warning about work 
stoppage concerning passenger ships operating in 
international traffic, merchant vessels and icebre-
akers as from 9 March 2019. after that, SKPl and 

Sv negotiated under a conciliator. The parties 
accepted the conciliator’s proposal of concilia-
tion on 4 March 2019 and the threat of stop-
page was averted. SKPl and Sv renewed the col-
lective agreement concerning the engineers of 
the icebreakers and multipurpose icebreakers of 
arctia, arctia icebreaking and arctia Offshore for 
the period from 1 March 2019 to 28 February 2021.

Multipurpose icebreakers Fennica and Nordica 
have not had long-term international chartering 
contracts for two years. in 2018 they were not in 
offshore work, but only on icebreaking duties in 
Finland. There are currently no profitable inter-
national chartering contracts for 2019 or 2020, 
and the outlook to gain chartering contracts with 
the traditional business concept is poor. For this 
reason, the company has decided to discontinue 
Fennica’s and Nordica’s offshore operations with 
the current business concept for the time being. 
Multipurpose icebreakers operate in icebrea-
king together with the conventional icebreakers. 
The company is focusing on the life span pro-
jects of the current vessels and on the develop-
ment work on the business operations concerning 
possible new builds. Furthermore, the company 
aims to develop the sale of consultancy services 
in icebreaking expertise. The growth outlook of 
Meritaito’s international business operations is 
promising, and the arctia group as a whole has 
new opportunities to increase its international 
business operations.

Meritaito continues the development work it 
started last year concerning the harmonising of 

digital services produced by the company. The 
objective is to integrate Meritaito’s digital servi-
ces on a single service platform to contribute to 
the efficiency and safety of the customers’ ope-
rations. The company concentrates on increasing 
the sale of service packages and on the contained 
growth of international business operations. The 
cost effectiveness of operations is improved by 
developing processes and operating models, inc-
reasing the utilisation rate of the fleet and by 
improving efficiency in maintenance and repairs.

arctia estimates that the group will record a 
positive result for the whole year. 
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOuNT (EuR) gROuP EmOYHTIÖ
appendix 2018 2017 2018 2017

TuRNOvER 1 50,899,959.40 48,874,413.17 2,699,755.51 2,699,755.51

Stocks of finished and unfinished goods, increase (-) or decrease (+) 4,875.55 0.00 0.00 0.00
OTHER OPERATINg INCOmE 2 1,238,326.91 139,084.47 17,740.00 91,945.24
materials and services

raw materials, consumables and supplies
Purchases -3,118,412.53 -4,117,359.89 0.00 -652.33
inventories, increase (-) or decrease (+) 396,462.94 229,988.20 0.00 0.00

external services -5,054,074.84 -4,293,895.45 0.00 -11,100.00
materials and services, total -7,776,024.43 -8,181,267.14 0.00 -11,752.33
Personnel expenses 3

Wages and salaries -18,465,548.22 -17,282,912.85 -1,020,068.81 -827,609.65
Social security expenses

Pension costs -2,531,714.79 -2,877,089.72 -76,322.67 -123,174.82
Other indirect employee costs -702,860.70 -610,668.53 -21,042.83 -28,005.79

Personnel expenses, total -21,700,123.71 -20,770,671.10 -1,117,434.31 -978,790.26
Depreciation and reduction in value

depreciation according to plan -12,596,403.52 -12,019,706.69 -338,772.43 -340,886.22
Depreciation and reduction in value, total -12,596,403.52 -12,019,706.69 -338,772.43 -340,886.22

Other operating expenses -7,832,322.05 -7,899,038.55 -1,432,342.90 -1,365,826.27

OPERATINg PROFIT (LOSS) 2,238,288.15 142,814.16 -81,055.68 94,445.67

Financial income and expenses 5
income from other investments of fixed assets 990.00 0.00 990.00 0.00
Other interest and financial income

From group companies 0.00 0.00 1,063,254.13 1,120,892.87
Short-term, from other sources 19,918.19 3,459.95 18,781.68 0.00

interest and other financial expenses
To others -1,343,481.67 -1,194,023.53 -1,183,634.71 -1,038,619.12

Financial income and expenses, total -1,322,573.48 -1,190,563.58 -100,608.90 82,273.75

PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES 915,714.67 -1,047,749.42 -181,664.58 176,719.42

Appropriations
increase (-) / decrease (+) in depreciation difference 0.00 0.00 0.00 50,000.00
group contribution 0.00 0.00 100,000.00 5,800,000.00

Appropriations, total 0.00 0.00 100,000.00 5,850,000.00

Income tax
Taxes during the fiscal period -5,496.45 -1,229,119.65 -3,258.32 -1,219,423.02
deferred taxes 499,404.46 870,000.00 0.00 0.00

Income taxes, total 493,908.01 -359,119.65 -3,258.32   

Minority interest -42,427.27 -5,536.80 0.00 0.00

PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD 1,367,195.41 -1,412,405.87 -84,922.90 4,807,296.40
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BALANCE SHEET (EuR) gROuP PARENT COmPANY
appendix 31.12.2018 31.12.2017 31.12.2018 31.12.2017

ASSETS
NON-CuRRENT ASSETS 7
Intangible assets

development expenses 316,828.33 0.00 0.00 0.00
intangible rights 326,342.04  79,332.78 137,483.10
Other capitalised long-term expenditure 232,489.08   0.00 0.00

Intangible assets, total 875,659.45 520,270.23 79,332.78 137,483.10
Tangible assets

land and waters 1,096,216.60 169,480.95 169,480.95 169,480.95
Buildings 6,892,401.00 3,796,917.81 3,586,998.09 3,796,917.81
vessels 233,393,464.39 222,993,589.00 0.00 0.00
Other plants and machinery 1,846,098.58 2,199,469.86 333,569.20 404,271.59
Other tangible assets 86,386.67 86,386.67 86,386.67 86,386.67
advance payments and construction in progress 7,415,656.86 4,196,120.47 0.00 0.00

Total tangible assets 250,730,224.10 233,441,964.76 4,176,434.91 4,457,057.02
Investments

Shares in group companies 0.00 0.00 92,304,364.40 81,897,048.40
Other unquoted shares 156,382.32 3,200.00 0.00 0.00
Shares in associated companies 100,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total investments 256,382.32 3,200.00 92,340,364.40 81,897,048.40
TOTAL NON-CuRRENT ASSETS 251,862,265.87 233,965,434.99 96,560,132.09 86,491,588.52

CuRRENT ASSETS
Stocks

raw materials and consumables 4,281,757.22 1,243,744.03 0.00 0.00
Finished products / goods 45,231.62 0.00 0.00 0.00

Inventories, total 4,326,988.84 1,243,744.03 0.00 0.00
Long-term receivables

receivables from group companies 0.00 0.00 105,050,000.00 115,550,000.00
deferred tax assets 560,000.00 30,595.54 0.00 0.00
Other receivables 15,174.94 0.00 0.00 0.00
Prepayments and accrued income 350,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Long-term receivables, total 925,174.94 30,595.54 105,050,000.00 115,550,000.00
Short-term receivables

Sales receivables 9,272,577.75 7,621,329.20 2,925.70 0.00
receivables from group companies 8 0.00 0.00 8,845,463.98 15,327,247.99
Other receivables 2,628,113.77 2,951,154.84 0.00 0.00
Prepayments and accrued income 9 4,918,081.12 4,066,345.44 733,297.59 650,164.73

Short-term receivables, total 16,818,772.64 14,638,829.48 9,581,687.27 15,977,412.72
Financial securities 10

Other securities 19,866,314.42 18,088,279.39 19,866,314.42 18,088,279.39
Financial securities, total 19,866,314.42 18,088,279.39 19,866,314.42 18,088,279.39
Cash in hand and at banks 6,287,890.51 6,512,844.01 4,289,749.57 6,512,843.86
TOTAL CuRRENT ASSETS 40,514,292.45 40,514,292.45 156,128,535.97 156,128,535.97
TOTAL ASSETS 274,479,727.44 274,479,727.44 242,620,124.49 242,620,124.49
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BALANCE SHEET (EuR) gROuP PARENT COmPANY
appendix 31.12.2018 31.12.2017 31.12.2018 31.12.2017

EquITY AND LIABILITIES

CAPITAL AND RESERvES 7
Share capital 18,700,000.00 18,700,000.00 18,700,000.00 18,700,000.00
Other reserves 77,014,336,91 66,780,736.91 77,014,336.91 66,780,736.91
Retained earnings from previous years 50,233,582.59 53,149,468.46 24,214,527.57 20,910,711.17
Profit (loss) for the fiscal period 1,367,195.41 -1,412,405.87 -84,922.90 4,807,296.40
TOTAL CAPITAL AND RESERvES 147,315,114.91 137,217,799.50 119,843,941.58 111,198,744.48

mINORITY INTEREST 222,229.74 179,802.47 0.00 0.00

APPROPRIATIONS

depreciation difference 0.00 0.00 240,966.30 240,966.30
voluntary provisions 833,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 833,000.00 0.00 240,966.30 240,966.30

LIABILITIES
Long-term liabilities

loans from financial institutions 125,577,605.34 118,583,138.85 105,000,000.00 107,500,000.00
deferred tax liabilities 7,061,363.78 7,031,363.78 0.00 0.00
Other liabilities 5,130.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Long-term liabilities, total 132,644,099.12 125,614,502.63 105,000,000.00 107,500,000.00

Short-term liabilities
loans from financial institutions 4,413,390.70 2,800,000.00 2,500,000.00 2,500,000.00
advance payments received 33,250.54 7,384.00 0.00 0.00
Payables 8 4,166,358.57 2,214,811.48 185,880.32 36,943.16
liabilities to group companies 0.00 0.00 7,065,808.14 19,759,167.29
Other liabilities 2,118,845.78 701,722.48 242,007.43 86,604.67
accruals 9 8,341,117.86 5,743,704.88 269,279.58 1,297,698.59

Short-term liabilities, total 19,072,963.45 11,467,622.84 10,262,975.47 23,680,413.71

TOTAL LIABILITIES 151,717,062.57 137,082,125.47 115,262,975.47 131,180,413.71

TOTAL EquITY AND LIABILITIES 300,087,407.22 274,479,727.44 235,347,883.35 242,620,124.49
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CASH FLOw STATEmENT (EuR) KONSERNI EmOYHTIÖ
2018 2017 2018 2017

CASH FLOw FROm OPERATINg ACTIvITIES
Profit/loss for the fiscal period 1,367,195.41 -1,412,405.87 -84,922.90 4,807,296.40
adjustments

depreciation according to plan 12,596,403.52 12,019,706.69 338,722.43 340,886.22
Capital gains (-) and losses (+) on fixed assets -30,059.35 -91,945.24 -17,740.00 -91,945.24
Financial income and expenses 1,322,573.48 1,190,563.58 100,608.90 -82,273.75
group contributions 0.00 0.00 -100,000.00 -5,800,000.00
income tax -493,908.01 359,119.65 3,258.32 1,219,423.02
appropriations 0.00 0.00 0.00 -50,000.00
Minority share 42,427.27 5,536.80 0.00 0.00

Cash flow before change in working capital 14,804,632.32 12,070,575.61 239,976.75 343,386.65

Change in working capital
increase (-) / decrease (+) in inventories -474,594.54 -229,988.20 0.00 0.00
increase (-) / decrease (+) in non-interest-bearing receivables 4,913,752.81 -3,193,034.90 508,409.45 17,523.47
increase (+) / decrease (-) in non-interest-bearing loans 735,575.98 -4,197,173.68 296,773.57 -356,366.67

Operational cash flow before financial items and taxes 19,979,366.57 4,450,378.83 1,045,159.77 4,543.45

interest paid and payments for other financial expenses -1,189,357.01 -1,301,368.02 -1,041,254.82 -1,038,619.12
dividends received 990.00 0.00 990.00 0.00
interest received 4,632.34 3,459.95 1,066,838.16 1,120,892.87
Other financial income -128,689.11 -15,250.39 -127,182.24 0.00
direct taxes paid - 1,152,406.63 -42,933.25 - 1,194,932.04 -105,549.77
loans granted 0.00 0.00 0.00 -180,000.00
repayments of loan receivables 0.00 0.00 10,680,000.00 2,500,000.00

CASH FLOw FROm OPERATINg ACTIvITIES 17,514,536.16 3,094,287.12 10,429,618.83 2,301,267.43

Cash flow from investments
investments in material and immaterial goods -12,687,053.80 -5,690,982.35 0.00 0.00
Proceeds from sale of tangible and intangible assets 30,059.35 98,000.00 17,740.00 98,000.00

CASH FLOw FROm INvESTmENTS -12,656,994.45 -5,592,982.35 17,740.00 98,000.00

Cash flow from financing activities
lyhytaikaisten lainojen takaisinmaksut 0.00 0.00 -12,688,938.09 -10,700,982.93
Withdrawals of long-term loans, bank account limit 0.00 133,138.85 0.00 0.00
repayments of long-term loans -3,301,023.98 -2,936,159.03 -2,500,000.00 -2,500,000.00
dividends paid - 1,503,480.00 -4,600,200.00 -1,503,480.00 -4,600,200.00
group contributions received and paid 0.00 0.00 5,800,000.00 5,500,000.00
Change in cash and cash equivalents in consolidation 1,500,043.80 0.00 0.00 0.00

CASH FLOw FROm FINANCINg ACTIvITIES -3,304,460.18 -7,403,220.18 -10,892,418.09 -12,301,182.93

CHANgE IN CASH AND CASH EquIvALENTS 1,553,081.53 -9,901,915.41 -445,059.26 -9,901,915.50
available assets at the beginning of the fiscal period 24,601,123.40 34,503,038.81 24,601,123.25 34,503,038.75
available assets at end of the fiscal period 26,154,204.93 24,601,123.40 24,156,063.99 24,601,123.25
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1. ACCOuNTINg PRINCIPLES

1.1 vALuATION PRINCIPLES

iTeMS iN FOreigN CUrreNCieS
receivables and debts in foreign currencies have been con-
verted into euros using the currency rate on the date of the 
drawing up of the financial statements.

iNveNTOrieS
inventories are valued at the acquisition cost or in accordance 
with the probable selling value, if lower. arctia group’s inven-
tories include the fuel and lubricant stocks of vessels. The 
inventories of Meritaito Oy include materials, supplies and 
finished products. The acquisition cost of materials and supp-
lies includes the direct costs incurred by the acquisition. The 
acquisition cost of finished products includes the share of 
fixed costs of acquisition and manufacturing in addition to 
variable costs.     

NON-CUrreNT aSSeTS
intangible and tangible assets are marked as acquisition expen-
ses on the balance sheet with depreciation according to plan. 
depreciations according to plan are calculated as straight line 
depreciations based on the target’s economic duration. dep-
reciations are calculated from the month of the asset’s app-
lication.

Depreciation times: Years
intangible assets 3–10
Buildings 10 - 30
vessel stock

icebreakers 30–50
docking of vessels 5

Communications and navigation equipment 3–5
Computers and related devices 3
Other plants and machinery 5–30

Fleet depreciation plans have been reviewed in the group 
and the depreciation times have been reassessed. The vessels 

Accounting principles

are in good technical condition and the lifetime can also be 
extended with life span extensions. The depreciation times 
of icebreakers Kontio and Otso have been extended by ten 
years from forty years to fifty years. The depreciations times 
of multipurpose icebreakers Fennica and Nordica have been
accounting principles extended by ten years from thirty years 
to forty years. The depreciable acquisition cost according to 
the old plan has been deferred to be depreciated during the 
new service life. The change has been made from the begin-
ning of 2017. The depreciation time of the icebreaker Pola-
ris is 50 years. 

expenses from repair and maintenance during vessel 
docking are capitalised and entered as expenses according 
to the economic working life of the docking (5 years). resi-
dual value has been taken into account in the fleet deprecia-
tion plan. repair and maintenance expenses with effects of 
less than three years and a maximum sum of eUr 50,000 of 
are entered as annual expenses.

1.2 DEFERRED TAXES
The imputed tax liability and receivable have been calcula-
ted for the temporary differences between taxation and the 
financial statements, using the tax rate valid at the time of 
drawing up the financial statements. The entire imputed tax 
liability and receivable are included in the balance. deferred 
tax liabilities are related to the depreciation differences recor-
ded for subsidiaries. These differences have been divided into 
equity and imputed tax liability in the consolidated financial 
statements. The imputed tax receivable is connected to the 
confirmed loss of a subsidiary.

1.3. PENSIONS
The statutory pension schemes for personnel are managed 
by external insurance companies. Pension costs are entered 
as expenses for the year during which they were incurred.

1.4 ASSETS
Cash assets invested in low-risk bond funds have been inclu-
ded in the assets. The bond fund investments can be realised 
at short notice.

1.5 ACCOuNTINg POLICIES OF THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEmENTS
The consolidated financial statements have been drawn up 
using the acquisition cost method. The subsidiaries have been 
founded independently. Business transactions within the 
group and internal receivables and debts have been elimina-
ted. Minority shares have been separated from group equity 
and the profit for the fiscal period, and are presented as their 
own item. The group has a consolidated account system in 
place. Changes to the consolidated account are presented in 
the financing cash flow items of the individual companies’ 
cash flow statements.      
     
a new subsidiary joined the arctia group on 13 december 
when the Council of State by its decision handed over the share 
capital of the state-owned company Meritaito ltd to arctia 
ltd as transfer of assets in kind. The profit and loss account 
and cash flow statement of Meritaito ltd have been merged 
with the group’s figures as of 13 december. The company’s 
balance sheet and cash flow have been merged with the 
group according to the situation on 31 december.   
       
 
1.6 mEASuREmENT OF FINANCIAL INSTRumENTS AND DERI-
vATIvES

Measurement in accordance with chapter 4, section 2 of 
the accounting act shall be applied in the accounting of finan-
cial instruments.

Securities held as financial assets and other similar finan-
cing reserves are valued at the acquisition expense or, if their 
probable fair market price is lower on the balance sheet date, 
at that value.

The company’s derivatives include the interest rate swap. 
The interest rate swap enters into force on 2 January 2019. 
The company deals with derivatives according to the fair value 
principle and enters negative value changes in the profit and 
loss account. variable interest rates of the company’s loan have 
been converted to fixed rates with the interest rate swap. The 
company has hedged 1/3 of the loans.

The current values of the interest rate derivatives are pre-
sented in section 6 of the notes to the financial statements.
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2. NOTES ON THE PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOuNT (EuR)
appendix gROuP PARENT COmPANY

2.1. TuRNOvER BY mARKET AREA AND LINE OF BuSINESS 1 2018 2017 2018 2017

BY mARKET AREA
Finland 49,594,850.94 38,212,551.80 2,789,753.96 2,699,755.51
eU countries 1,263,369.56 220,878.72 0.00 0.00
Countries outside the eU 41,738.90 10,440,982.65 0.00 0.00

50,899,959.40 48,874,413.17 2,789,753.96 2,699,755.51
BY LINE OF BuSINESS

icebreaking 48,219,094.31 38,383,430.52 0.00 0.00
Offshore 100,000.00 10,440,982.65 0.00 0.00
Oil spill preparedness and response 50,000.00 50,000.00 0.00 0.00
internal administration services 0.00 0.00 2,789,753.96 2,699,755.51
Other sales Meritaito 2,530,865.09 0.00 0.00 0.00

50,899,959.40 48,874,413.17 2,789,753.96 2,699,755.51

2.2. OTHER INCOmE FROm BuSINESS OPERATIONS 2
Profit from sale of fixed assets 30,059.35 91,945.24 17,740.00 91,945.24
group reserve recognised as income 165,961.78 0.00 0.00 0.00
insurance indemnities 991,970.68 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 50,335.10 47,139.23 0.00 0.00
Total 1,238,326.91 139,084.47 17,740.00 91,945.24

2.3. NOTES ON PERSONNEL 3

AvERAgE NumBER OF PERSONNEL DuRINg FISCAL PERIOD
Clerical employees 211.9 30.6 10.0 9.6
Offshore personnel 291.2 246.9 0.0 0.0
Total 503.1 277.5 10.0 9.6

mANAgEmENT SALARIES AND REmuNERATIONS
President and CeO 252,600.56 227,070.94 252,600.56 227,070.94
Board members 106,227.42 109,275.00 106,227.42 100,275.00
rest of the group management team 685,986.47 700,901.64 0.00 0.00

1,044,814.45 1,037,247.58 358,827.98 327,345.94

The salaries of the President and CeO and the group management team represent total remuneration including company car and telephone benefits. No 
performance bonuses were paid to the group management team in 2017. The salaries paid to the group management team in 2018 include eUr 46,287.01 of 
performance bonuses.

management’s pension commitments
The President and CeO’s retirement age is 63. Pension benefits are provided by the statutory Tyel pension insurance. The company’s President and CeO and members 
of the management team and the Board of directors do not have discretionary pension benefits paid by the company.
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appendix gROuP PARENT COmPANY
2.4. OTHER OPERATINg COSTS 4 2018 2017 2018 2017

OTHER OPERATINg COSTS
voluntary personnel costs 1,653,622.14 1,853,947.03 50,200.17 87,541.86
rents 19,294.10 19,354.79 0.00 0.00
Telephone, iT, vehicle and office expenses 1,477,827.48 1,625,170.80 564,092.71 377,866.36
Marketing costs 128,787.97 65,906.98 62,041.45 34,711.67
Other research and product development costs -22,159.00 59,740.60 -24,159.00 21,706.60
Travel expenses 684,274.40 1,089,134.73 58,668.93 67,589.25
administrative expenses 3,475,658.66 3,149,759.17 515,896.91 599,897.28
Other operating costs, intra-group 0.00 0.00 193,522.40 165,445.99
Other operating costs 415,016.30 36,024.45 12,076.33 11,067.26
Other operating costs, total 7,832,322.50 7,899,038.55 1,432,342.90 1,365,826.27

AuDITORS’ FEES
audit 87,719.31 54,875.00 28,730.00 21,550.00
Taxation advice 9,718.00 41,816.00 0.00 10,700.00

2.5. FINANCIAL INCOmE AND EXPENSES 5
Tuotot muista pysyvien vastaavien sijoituksista 990.00 0.00 990.00 0.00
Other interest income

Other interest income 0.00 0.00 1,063,254.13 1,120,892.87
From other sources 4,720.54 3,459.95 3,584.03 0.00

interest income, total 4,720.54 3,459.95 1,066,838.16 1,120,892.87
Other financial income

From other sources 15,197.65 0.00 15,197.65 0.00
Other financial income, total 15,197.65 0.00 15,197.65 0.00

Financial income, total 20,908.19 3,459.95 1,083,025.81 1,120,892.87

interest expenses
To others 1,199,594.91 1,178,773.14 1,041,254.82 1,038,619.12

interest expenses, total 1,199,594.91 1,178,773.14 1,041,254.82 1,038,619.12

Other financial expenses
To others 143,886.76 15,250.39 142,379.89 0.00

Other financial expenses, total 143,886.76 15,250.39 142,379.89 0.00

Financial expenses, total 1,343,481.67 1,194,023.53 1,183,634.71 1,038,619.12

Financial income and expenses, total -1,322,573.48 -1,190,563.58 -100,608.90 82,273.75

2.6. APPROPRIATIONS 6
group contribution 0.00 0.00 100,000.00 5,800,000.00

0.00 0.00 100,000.00 5,800,000.00
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3. NOTES ON BALANCE SHEET ASSETS (EuR) appendix
3.1. FIXED ASSETS 7

INTANgIBLE ASSETS 2017

Product 
development 

expenses
Intellectual 

property rights
Other

intangible assets Total
acquisition costs 1 Jan. 964,146.47 762,458.69 549,653.86 2,276,259.02
increases 249,241.23 0.00 249,241.23
decreases -268,302.38 -13,473.29 0.00 -281,775.67
Acquisition costs 31 Dec. 695,844.09 998,226.63 549,653.86 2,243,724.58
 
accumulated depreciations 1 Jan. -447,468.37 -600,119.24 -178,648.08 -1,226,235.69
Transfers between items 223,876.40 13,473.29 0.00 237,350.13
depreciations for the fiscal period -155,424.23 -85,238.64 -138,516.70 -379,179.57
Accumulated depreciations 31 Dec. -379,015.76 -671,884.59 -317,164.78 -1,368,065.13

Book value 31 Dec. 316,828.33 326,342.04 232,489.08 875,659.45

TANgIBLE ASSETS 2017
Land and

water areas
Buildings and 

structures vessels
Other plants

and machinery
Other

tangible assets

Advance 
payments and 
acquisitions in 

progress Total
acquisition costs 1 Jan. 1,432,677.70 12,508,886.61 383,495,886.85 6,662,114.88 86,386.67 4,196,120.47 408,382,073.18
increases 0.00 0.00 9,693,811.87 0.00 0.00 3,239,862.69 12,933,674.56
Transfers between items 0.00 0.00 20,326.30 0.00 0.00 -20,326.30 0.00
decreases -15,065.04 -75,490.46 -827,207.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 -917,763.16
Acquisition costs 31 Dec. 1,417,612.66 12,433,396.15 392,382,817.36 6,662,114.88 86,386.67 7,415,656.86 420,397,984.58

accumulated depreciations 1 Jan. 0.00 -4,889,920.93 -145,888,300.24 -4,462,645.02 0.00 0.00 -155,240,866.19
accumulated depreciation on decreases 0.00 68,231.49 690,291.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 758,522.73
depreciations for the fiscal period -321,396.06 -719,305.71 -13,791,343.97 -353,371.28 0.00 0.00 -15,185,417.02
Accumulated depreciations 31 Dec. -321,396.06 -5,540,995.15 -158,989,352.97 -4,816,016.30 0.00 0.00 -169,667,760.48

Book value 31 Dec. 1,096,216.60 6,892,401.00 233,393,464.39 1,846,098.58 86,386.67 7,415,656.86 250,730,224.10
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INTANgIBLE ASSETS 2017
Intellectual 

property rights
Other

intangible assets Total
acquisition costs 1 Jan. 534,815.73 223,047.36 757,863.09
increases 0.00 326,606.50 326,606.50
decreases 0.00 0.00 0.00
Acquisition costs 31 Dec. 534,815.73 549,653.86 1,084,469.59
 
accumulated depreciations 1 Jan. -319,016.32 -55,936.50 -374,952.82
depreciations for the fiscal period -66,534.96 -122,711.58 -189,246.54
Accumulated depreciations 31 Dec. -385,551.28 -178,548.08 -564,199.36

Book value 31 Dec. 149,264.45 371,005.78 520,270.23

TANgIBLE ASSETS 2017
Land and

water areas
Buildings and 

structures vessels
Other plants

and machinery
Other

tangible assets

Advance 
payments and 
acquisitions in 

progress Total
acquisition costs 1 Jan. 175,535.71 4,658,714.57 353,245,863.69 6,662,114.88 86,386.67 848,779.52 365,677,395.04
increases 0.00 0.00 2,017,034.90 0.00 0.00 3,347,340.95 5,364,375.85
decreases -6,054.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -6,054.76
Acquisition costs 31 Dec. 169,480.95 4,658,714.57 355,262,898.59 6,662,114.88 86,386.67 4,196,120.47 371,035,716.13

accumulated depreciations 1 Jan. 0.00 -651,905.54 -121,008,734.42 -4,102,651.26 0.00 0.00 -125,763,291.22
depreciations for the fiscal period 0.00 -209,891.22 -11,260,575.17 -359,993.76 0.00 0.00 -11,830,460.15
Accumulated depreciations 31 Dec. 0.00 -861,796.76 -132,269,309.59 -4,462,645.02 0.00 0.00 -137,593,751.37

Book value 31 Dec. 169,480.95 3,796,917.81 222,993,589.00 2,199,469.86 86,386.67 4,196,120.47 233,441,964.76

3.1. FIXED ASSETS, ARCTIA OY
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3.1. FIXED ASSETS, ARCTIA LTD

INTANgIBLE ASSETS 2018
Intellectual 

property rights Total
acquisition costs 1 Jan. 505,862.92 505,862.92
increases 0.00 0.00
Acquisition costs 31 Dec. 505,862.92 505,862.92
 
accumulated depreciations 1 Jan. -368,379.82 -368,379.82
depreciations for the fiscal period -58,150.32 -58,150.32
Accumulated depreciations 31 Dec. -426,530.14 -426,530.14

Book value 31 Dec. 79,332.78 79,332.78

TANgIBLE ASSETS2018
Land and

water areas
Buildings and 

structures
Other plants

and machinery
Other

tangible assets

Advance 
payments and 
acquisitions in 

progress Total
acquisition costs 1 Jan. 169,480.95 4,658,714.57 933,683.83 86,386.67 0.00 5,848 ,66.02
increases 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
decreases 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Acquisition costs 31 Dec. 169,480.95 4,658,714.57 933,683.83 86,386.67 0.00 5,848,266.02

accumulated depreciations 1 Jan. 0.00 -861,796.78 -529,412.24 0.00 0.00 -1,391,209.00
depreciations for the fiscal period 0.00 -209,919.72 -71,702.39 0.00 0.00 -280,622.11
Accumulated depreciations 31 Dec. 0.00 -1,071,716.48 -600,114.63 0.00 0.00 -1,671,831.11

Book value 31 Dec. 169,480.95 3,586,998.09 333,569.20 86,386.67 0.00 4,176,434.91

INvESTmENTS 2018

Osuudet saman 
konsernin 
yrityksissä Yhteensä

acquisition costs 1 Jan. 81,897,048.40 81,897,048.40
increases 10,407,316.00 10,407,316.00
decreases 0.00 0.00
revaluation (net) 0.00 0.00
Acquisition costs 31 Dec. 92,304,364.40 92,340,364,40

 
Book value 31 Dec. 92,304,364.40 92,304,364.40
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INTANgIBLE ASSETS 2017
Intellectual 

property rights Total
acquisition costs 1 Jan. 505,862.92 505,862.92
increases 0.00 0.00
Acquisition costs 31 Dec. 505,862.92 505,862.92
 
accumulated depreciations 1 Jan. -308,985.10 -308,985.10
depreciations for the fiscal period -59,394.72 -59,394.72
Accumulated depreciations 31 Dec. -368,379.82 -368,379.82

Book value 31 Dec. 137,483.10 137,483.10

TANgIBLE ASSETS 2017
Land and

water areas
Buildings and 

structures
Other plants

and machinery
Other

tangible assets

Advance payments 
and acquisitions in 

progress Total
acquisition costs 1 Jan. 175,535.71 4,658,714.57 933,683.83 86,386,67 0.00 5,854,320.78
increases 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
decreases -6,054.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -6,054.76
Acquisition costs 31 Dec. 169,480.95 4,658,714.57 933,683.83 86 386.67 0.00 5,848,266.02

accumulated depreciations 1 Jan. 0.00 -651,905.54 -457,811.96 0.00 0.00 -1,109,717.50
depreciations for the fiscal period 0.00 -209,891.22 -71,600.28 0.00 0.00 -281,491.50
Accumulated depreciations 31 Dec. 0.00 -861,796.76 -529,412.24 0.00 0.00 -1,391,209.00

Book value 31 Dec. 169,480.95 3,796,971.81 404,271.59 86,386.67 0.00 4,457,057.02

INvESTmENTS 2017
Shares in group 

companies Total
acquisition costs 1 Jan. 81,897,048.40 81,897,048.40
increases 0.00 0.00
decreases 0.00 0.00
revaluation (net) 0.00 0.00

Acquisition costs 31 Dec. 81,897,048.40 81,897,048.40

Book value 31 Dec. 81,897,048.40 81,897,048.40

3.1. FIXED ASSETS
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3. NOTES ON BALANCE SHEET ASSETS (EuR) appendix gROuP PARENT COmPANY
2018 2017 2018 2017

3.1.2 gROuP SuBSIDIARIES Share of ownership Share of ownership
arctia icebreaking ltd 100% 100%

     JM voima ltd 100% 100%
arctia Offshore ltd 100% 100%
arctia Karhu ltd 90% 90%
arctia Management Services ltd 100% 100%
arctia icebreaking investment ltd 100% 100%
arctia Offshore investment ltd 100% 100%
Meritaito ltd 100 % 0 %

3.1.3 ASSOCIATED COmPANIES
Ice Advisors Ltd, Helsinki

Share of ownership 40% 40%
equity 39,554.29 55,912.12
Profit for the fiscal period -16,357.83 -11,171.36

Saariston merikuljetus Ltd meripojat, Raisio
Share of ownership 24 % 0 %

New Port Imatra Ltd, Helsinki
Share of ownership 50 % 0 %

Insta Airhow Ltd, Tampere
Share of ownership 40 % 0 %

3.2. SHORT-TERm RECEIvABLES
3.2.1. RECEIvABLES FROm gROuP COmPANIES 8

loan receivables 2,500,000.00 2,680,000.00
group account receivables 6,245,463.98 6,847,247.99
group contribution receivables 100,000.00 5,800,000.00

8,845,463.98 15,327,247.99
3.2.2. RELEvANT ITEmS IN DEFERRED RECEIvABLES 9

Tax receivable 2,644.35 46,325.23 0.00 0.00
Personnel expenditure 1,157,212.90 828,632.34 675,369.31 632,499.01
Other deferred receivables, from sales 1,693,193.07 2,635,429.00 0.00 0.00
Other deferred receivables, from expenses 2,065,030.80 555,958.87 57,928.28 17,665.72

4,918,081.12 4,066,345.44 733 297,59 650 164,73

3.2.3. FINANCIAL SECuRITIES 10
Book value 19,866,314.42 18,088,279.39 19,866,314.42 18,088,279.39
Market value 19,866,314.42 18,105,121.36 19,866,314.42 18,105,121.36
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4. NOTES ON BALANCE SHEET LIABILITIES (EuR) appendix gROuP PARENT COmPANY
4.1. EquITY INCREASE AND DECREASE 11 2018 2017 2018 2017

Restricted equity
Share capital 1 Jan. 18,700,000.00 18,700,000.00 18,700,000.00 18,700,000.00
Share capital 31 dec. 18,700,000.00 18,700,000.00 18,700,000.00 18,700,000.00

unrestricted equity
reserve for invested unrestricted equity

reserve for invested unrestricted equity 1 Jan. 66,780,736.91 66,780,736.91 66,780,736.91 66,780,736.91
increase as capital contribution 10,233,600.00 0.00 10,233,600.00 0.00

Reserve for invested unrestricted equity 31 Dec. 77,014,336.91 66,780,736.91 77,014,336.91 66,780,736.91

Profit from previous fiscal periods 1 Jan. 51,737,062.59 57,749,668.46 25,718,007.57 25,510,911.17
Payment of dividends -1,503,480.00 -4,600,200.00 -1,503,480.00 -4,600,200.00

Profit from previous fiscal periods 31 Dec. 50,233,582.59 53,149,468.46 24,214,527.57 20,910,711.17

Profit for fiscal period 1,367,195.41 -1,412,405.87 -84,922.90 4,807,296.40

unrestricted equity, total 128,615,114.91 118,517,799.50 101,143,941.58 92,498,744.48

Equity, total 147,315,114.91 137,217,799.50 119,843,941.58 111,198,744.48

Distributable assets 128,615,114.91 118,517,799.50 101,143,941.58 92,498,744.48

4.2. ImPuTED TAX LIABILITIES AND RECEIvABLES 13
imputed tax receivables

For confirmed losses 560,000.00 30,595.54 0.00 0.00
imputed tax liabilities

For depreciation differences 7,061,363.78 7,031,363.78 0.00 0.00

in the consolidated financial statements, the depreciation difference has been divided 
into a part comparable to equity and imputed tax liability.
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gROuP PARENT COmPANY
2018 2017 2018 2017

4.3. LONg-TERm LIABILITIES 14
loans from financial institutions 125,577,605.34 118,583,138.85 105,000,000.00 107,500,000.00

125,577,605.34 118,583,138.85 105,000,000.00 107,500,000.00

4.4. SHORT-TERm LIABILITIES 15
loans from financial institutions 4,413,390.70 2,800,000.00 2,500,000.00 2,500,000.00

4,413,390.70 2,800,000.00 2,500,000.00 2,500,000.00

4.4.1. LIABILITIES TO gROuP COmPANIES 16
accounts payable 0.00 4,421.06
group account liabilities 7,065,808.14 19,754,746.23

7,065,808.14 19,759 ,67.29

4.4.2. RELEvANT ITEmS INCLuDED IN DEFERRED LIABILITIES 17
Personnel expenditure 6,493,435.78 4,548,848.13 265,848.16 102,841.84
income tax 4,265.69 1,194,856.75 3,183.03 1,194,856.75
interest liabilities 823,841.32 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other deferred liabilities 1,019,575.07 0.00 248.39 0.00

8,341,117.86 5,743,704.88 269,279.58 1,297,698.59
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5. NOTES ON SECuRITIES AND CONTINgENT LIABILITIES gROuP PARENT COmPANY

RENT/LEASINg AgREEmENTS 2018 2017 2018 2017
To be paid during subsequent fiscal period

leasing agreements 340,902.78 111,417.72 9,393.00 5,784.71
rent liabilities 599,745.04 302,064.00 0.00 0.00

940,647.82 413,481.72 9,393.00 5,784.71
Due at a later date

    leasingsopimukset 734,738.52 327,665.93 13,828.58 0.00
    rent liabilities 1,906,055.50 377,580.00 0.00 0.00

2,640,794.12 705,245.93 13,828.58 0.00
Total 3,581,441.93 1,118,727.65 23,221.58 5,784.71
The sums are presented with vaT included.

CONTINgENT LIABILITIES
guARANTEES
For group companies 10,800,00.00 10,800,000.00 10,800,000.00 10,800,000.00

Together with Port of Kemi ltd, the parent company has issued an absolute joint and several
guarantee of eUr 10,800,000.00 to Nordea Bank aB, Finnish branch, for the bank loan of
arctia Karhu ltd. On 31 december 2018, the loan capital was eUr 10,950,000.   

emoyhtiön omasta puolesta annetut 107,500,000.00 0.00 107,500,000.00 0.00
Meritaito ltd has a guarantee limit of eUr 5,000,000 granted by a bank. Of this sum, 
eUr 1,597, 996.39 was used on 31 december 2018. 

OTHER CONTINgENT LIABILITIES
The group account receivables act as a general guarantee to the bank for all loan balances, interest, penal interest, costs and remunerations on valid group accounts linked to the group
accounts agreement, as well as for the bank’s debt-collection costs.
The shareholders of insta airhow Oy shall undertake to grant to the company the maximum sum of two hundred thousand (200,000) euros in total as extra funding in relation to the 
shareholding if the company’s Board of directors so proposes in order to finance the growth stage of the business operations. The extra funding is either equity or debt financing, or 
both, as the company’s Board of directors defines the required financial instruments in the way it considers most appropriate in terms of the company’s interests. The share of Meritaito 
ltd of this is eUr 80,000, of which eUr 40,000 had not been taken up on 31 december 2018.

CuSTOmS guARANTEE 0.00 8,400.00 0.00 0.00

INvESTmENT COmmITmENTS
in the next fiscal period 2,426,397.00 6,324,623.00 0.00 0.00
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6. DERIvATIvES (EuR) gROuP PARENT COmPANY
OPEN 2018 2017 2018 2017

Interest rate swaps
value of underlying commodities 42,975,000.00 42,975,000.00 37,500,000.00 37,500,000.00
Market value of agreements -682,383.00 -116,099.00 -610,176.00 -104,058.00

The interest rate swaps have been made to hedge a long-term parent company and subsidiary loan.

Current account facilities
Total amount of the facility 9,250,000.00 250,000.00 0.00 0.00
in use 1,420,909.99 133,138.85 0.00 0.00

vAT refund liabilities
The vaT refund liability on real estates in 2018 totalled eUr 599,399.44 (eUr 485,586.81 in 2017).
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SigNaTUreS TO THe FiNaNCial STaTeMeNTS aNd aNNUal rePOrT
Helsinki, 14 February 2019

Pertti Saarela     Hanna Masala   
Chairman of the Board of Directors   

Sinikka Mustakari    ilpo Nuutinen
      Vice Chairman

antti Pankakoski    Mats rosin

Kari Savolainen    Päivi Söderholm

aUDiTORs’ REPORT
a report on the audit of accounts has been issued today.

Helsingissä 14. päivänä helmikuuta 2019

ernst & Young Oy
Authorised Public Accountants

Mikko rytilahti
Authorised Public Accountant, Chartered Public Finance Auditor

LisT OF accOUNTiNG BOOKs,
REcORD TYPEs aND sTORaGE MEDia

Balance sheet book
daybook and general ledger
Purchase invoices
Payment receipts
Sales invoices
Transaction receipts
Bank receipts
Memo receipts
Payroll accounting receipts
intangible asset transactions
Cash vouchers
Travel expense receipts
Notes vouchers 

Bound separately
on Cd
in electronic format
in electronic format
in electronic format
in electronic format
in electronic format
in electronic format
in electronic format
in electronic format
in electronic format
in electronic format
in electronic format
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AudIToR’S REPoRT 

REPORT ON THE aUDiT OF FiNaNciaL 
sTaTEMENTs

OPINION 

We have audited the financial statements of arctia 
Oy (business identity code 2302573-7) for the year 
ended 31 december, 2018. The financial state-
ments comprise the balance sheets, the income 
statements, cash flow statements and notes for the 
group as well as for the parent company.
 
in our opinion, the financial statements give a true 
and fair view of the group’s and the company’s 
financial performance and financial position in 
accordance with the laws and regulations gover-
ning the preparation of financial statements in 
Finland and comply with statutory requirements.

BASIS FOR OPINION

We conducted our audit in accordance with good 
auditing practice in Finland. Our responsibilities 
under good auditing practice are further descri-
bed in the auditor’s responsibilities for the audit 
of Financial Statements section of our report. We 
are independent of the parent company and of 
the group companies in accordance with the ethi-
cal requirements that are applicable in Finland 
and are relevant to our audit, and we have ful-
filled our other ethical responsibilities in accor-
dance with these requirements. We believe that 

the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS AND THE mANAgINg DIRECTOR 
FOR THE FINANCIAL STATEmENTS

The Board of directors and the Managing direc-
tor are responsible for the preparation of finan-
cial statements that give a true and fair view in 
accordance with the laws and regulations gover-
ning the preparation of financial statements in Fin-
land an comply with statutory requirements. The 
Board of directors and the Managing director are 
also responsible for such internal control as they 
determine is necessary to enable the preparation 
of financial statements that are free from mate-
rial misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

in preparing the financial statements, the Board of 
directors and the Managing director are respon-
sible for assessing the parent company’s and the 
group’s ability to continue as going concern, disclo-
sing, as applicable, matters relating to going con-
cern and using the going concern basis of accoun-
ting. The financial statements are prepared using 
the going concern basis of accounting unless there 
is an intention to liquidate the parent company or 
the group or cease operations, or there is no rea-
listic alternative but to do so. 

AuDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE AuDIT 
OF FINANCIAL STATEmENTS 

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance 
on whether the financial statements as a whole 
are free from material misstatement, whether due 
to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report 
that includes our opinion. reasonable assurance 
is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee 
that an audit conducted in accordance with good 
auditing practice will always detect a material mis-
statement when it exists. Misstatements can arise 
from fraud or error and are considered material 
if, individually or in aggregate, they could reaso-
nably be expected to influence the economic deci-
sions of users taken on the basis of the financial 
statements.

as part of an audit in accordance with good audi-
ting practice, we exercise professional judgment 
and maintain professional skepticism throughout 
the audit. We also:
•	identify and assess the risks of material mis-

statement of the financial statements, whet-
her due to fraud or error, design and perform 
audit procedures responsive to those risks, and 
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and 
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 
The risk of not detecting a material misstate-
ment resulting from fraud is higher than for 
one resulting from error, as fraud may involve 
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, mis-
representations, or the override of internal 
control.

To the annual general Meeting of arctia ltd
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•	Obtain an understanding of internal control 
relevant to the audit in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circum-
stances, but not for the purpose of expressing 
an opinion on the effectiveness of the parent 
company’s or the group’s internal control.

•	evaluate the appropriateness of accoun-
ting policies used and the reasonableness of 
accounting estimates and related disclosures 
made by management.

•	Conclude on the appropriateness of the Board 
of directors’ and the Managing director’s use 
of the going concern basis of accounting and 
based on the audit evidence obtained, whet-
her a material uncertainty exists related to 
events or conditions that may cast significant 
doubt on the parent company’s or the group’s 
ability to continue as a going concern. if we 
conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we 
are required to draw attention in our auditor’s 
report to the related disclosures in the finan-
cial statements or, if such disclosures are ina-
dequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclu-
sions are based on the audit evidence obtained 
up to the date of our auditor’s report. Howe-
ver, future events or conditions may cause the 
company to cease to continue as a going con-
cern.

•	evaluate the overall presentation, structure 
and content of the financial statements, inclu-
ding the disclosures, and whether the financial 
statements represent the underlying transac-
tions and events so that the financial state-
ments give a true and fair view.

•	Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence 
regarding the financial information of the 

entities or business activities within the group 
to express an opinion on the consolidated 
financial statements. We are responsible for 
the direction, supervision and performance of 
the group audit. We remain solely responsible 
for our audit opinion.

We communicate with those charged with gover-
nance regarding, among other matters, the plan-
ned scope and timing of the audit and significant 
audit findings, including any significant deficien-
cies in internal control that we identify during our 
audit.

OTHER REPORTiNG REQUiREMENTs

OTHER INFORmATION 

The Board of directors and the Managing director 
are responsible for the other information. The other 
information comprises the report of the Board of 
directors.

Our opinion on the financial statements does not 
cover the other information.

in connection with our audit of the financial state-
ments, our responsibility is to read the other infor-
mation and, in doing so, consider whether the other 
information is materially inconsistent with the finan-
cial statements or our knowledge obtained in the 
audit, or otherwise appears to be materially mis-
stated. Our responsibility also includes considering 
whether the report of the Board of directors has 

been prepared in accordance with the applicable 
laws and regulations.

in our opinion, the information in the report of the 
Board of directors is consistent with the informa-
tion in the financial statements and the report of 
the Board of directors has been prepared in accor-
dance with the applicable laws and regulations.
if, based on the work we have performed, we con-
clude that there is a material misstatement of the 
report of the Board of directors, we are required 
to report that fact. We have nothing to report in 
this regard.

OTHER OPINIONS 

We support the adoption of the financial state-
ments. The proposal by the Board of directors 
regarding the treatment of distributable funds is 
in compliance with the limited liability Compa-
nies act. We support that the Board of directors 
of the parent company and the President and CeO 
be discharged from liability for the financial period 
audited by us.

Helsinki 14.3.2019

ernst & Young ltd
authorized Public accountant Firm
 
Mikko rytilahti
authorized Public accountant,
Certified Public Finance auditor
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Principles of cSR reporting
This corporate social responsibility report inclu-
ded in the annual report has been drawn up 
in accordance with the applicable guidelines 
provided in appendix 3 ‘Corporate responsibi-
lity reporting model for state-owned enterpri-
ses’ to the government decision-in-principle (3 
November 2011) on state ownership policy. in 
order to avoid interruptions in reporting, the 
annual report also includes in full the sections 
of the Climate Policy report (ilPO) previously 
required by the Ministry of Transport and Com-
munications. The contents of the human resour-
ces accounts are also discussed in this corporate 
social responsibility report. The annual report 
includes and replaces these earlier reports. 

Meritaito has in this annual report been inclu-
ded in arctia’s financial figures where applicable, 
but Meritaito’s figures have not been statistically 
recorded with respect to, for example, fuel con-
sumption and waste. The communication mana-
gers of arctia and Meritaito were responsible for 
compiling the annual report. The Chief Finan-
cial Officer was responsible for the financial sta-
tements including the annual report. arctia’s 
development manager was responsible for the 
compilation and coordination of the sections on 
corporate social responsibility.

each part of the group compiled the data for 
corporate social responsibility reporting so that 
the monitored indicator data was delivered to 
arctia’s development manager who then com-

piled and edited the reports. in practice, this 
means that the ships mostly monitor and report 
on environmental aspects such as consumption 
and waste amounts. annual reports of these figu-
res are delivered to the development manager. 
aerial emissions are calculated from the fuel con-
sumption of vessels by the technology and main-
tenance management of the shore organisation.

Financial figures are reported by financial 
management  and are generated in the same 
process as the annual report and financial state-
ment information. The Hr department constantly 
monitors the personnel situation and work-rela-
ted travel. The data in the report represents the 
situation on a certain day (31 december 2018). 
The safety manager produces the information 
related to occupational safety and environmental 
damage. Senior management then supplements 
the report where required.

The corporate social responsibility report 
integrated into the annual report is discussed by 
arctia’s Management Team and Board of direc-
tors. The report is published on arctia’s website. 

PERSONNEL INDICATORS

The reported figures represent the situation on 
the indicated date (31 december 2018). The total 
number of personnel also includes part-time emp-
loyees and fixed-term employees with valid emp-
loyment contracts on the day in question.

ACCIDENT FREquENCY

all accidents resulting in a minimum of one day 
of inability to work have been included in the 
number of workplace accidents. The accident fre-
quency was calculated by dividing the above-
mentioned number of lost-Time injuries (lTi) by 
the working hours and multiplying the result by 
one million. a daily working time of eight hours 
was used in the formula. accidents sustained by 
both shore and sea personnel are included in 
occupational accidents, and the total number of 
working hours in the organisation was used as 
the basis of division. The international term for 
this accident frequency calculation principle is 
lost-time injury frequency (lTiF). 

CARBON DIOXIDE EmISSIONS

The carbon dioxide emissions of arctia’s vessels 
have been calculated according to the formula 
presented in the iMO publication MePC/Circ.471, 
29 July 2005; ‘iNTeriM gUideliNeS FOr vOlUN-
TarY SHiP CO2 eMiSSiON iNdeXiNg FOr USe iN 
TrialS.’ The carbon dioxide emissions of air traf-
fic have been calculated on the basis of flight 
kilometres, using the following coefficients:
•	 less than 950 km 0.15 kg CO2/km
•	 more than 950 km 0.11 kg CO2/km.
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PARTICuLATE EmISSIONS

The particulate emissions of icebreakers were cal-
culated using the emission coefficients presented 
in vTT’s research report (vTT-r-08702-09) Calcu-
lation system for Finnish waterway traffic emissi-
ons Meeri 2008. However, the research report has 
defined the engines of icebreakers as slow two-
stroke engines [sic] instead of four-stroke engines 
(p. 11 of the report).

wASTE AmOuNTS

The vessels monitor waste amounts by volume, whe-
reas the receivers of waste charge for the services 
by weight. By way of departure from the statutory 
monitoring of the waste generated by ships (waste 
and oil logs), waste amounts have been reported 
by weight in earlier reports. in connection with 
the development of reporting, arctia decided to 
standardise the reporting of waste amounts. in 
earlier years, the amounts reported by ships had 
to be converted to weights using coefficients such 
as those provided in the Waste Tax act (495/1996).
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DIRECT
CuSTOmERS

END
CuSTOmERS

OwN
PERSONNEL

OTHER
STAKEHOLDERS

STAKEHOLDER STAKEHOLDER

OwNER investment capacity, meeting
qualitative icebreaking targets

EXPECTATIONS EXPECTATIONS

Finnish Transport agency /
Ministry of Transport and
Communications
Oil and energy industry operators
Offshore construction companies
european Maritime Safety
agency (eMSa)
Towing and marine rescue
customers
The Port of Oulu
ice advisors customers
events customers
The Ports of Kemi, Tornio and luleå
Cruise and passenger ship companies
research communities and companies

Finland’s export and import trades
industry
Shipping companies

Office personnel
Sea personnel

Winter navigation operators
veeteede amet (eMa)
Sjöfartsverket
rosmorport
Ministry of Transport of the
russian Federation
Finnpilot
vTS

regional operators
Ports
local authorities

High-quality services
corresponding to service
descriptions and agree-
ments, responsible opera-
tions, costeffective pricing

Quick, reliable and
high-quality service

Solvency, long-term and
high-quality Hr policy

information flow,
cooperation, maintenance of
own service level

Understanding of regional
operations, cooperation,
maintenance of own service
level, development

OIL SPILL RESPONSE
AND THE
ENvIRONmENT

mARITImE
AuTHORITIES,
INTERNATIONAL
ORgANISATIONS

ARCTIC 
STAKEHOLDERS

OTHER STAKE-
HOLDERS

TOwINg
OPERATORS

Ministry of the environment
Finnish environment institute
SYKe
lamor

Finnish Transport
Safety agency
iMO
iMCa
HelCOM
eMSa
Police of Finland
Finnish Border guard
Finnish Shipowners’ association
The european Community
Shipowners’ associations, eCSa

Ministry for Foreign affairs
arctic Council
Finnish Meteorological institute
arctic economic Council

Journalists, teachers,
scientists
dockyards
Suppliers and service
providers
Trade unions and other labour 
market organisations
Maritime colleges
Maritime research institutes
Classification societies
insurance companies
Financers, banks

Port of Kemi

information flow,
cooperation,
development

responsibility,
information flow,
cooperation,
development

Solvency,
responsibility,
information flow,
cooperation,
development

Solvency,
responsibility,
information flow,
cooperation,
development

information flow, 
cooperation,
development

key stakeholders and their expectations

government Ownership
Steering department
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list of requirements for cSR reporting

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE ORgANISATION, 

ADmINISTRATION AND OPERATINg PRINCIPLES 13

1.1 Basic details of the organisation 14

1.2 Corporate responsibility management and operating principles 18

1.3 Stakeholders and interaction with them 9, 88

2. FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 23

2.1 Management of financial responsibility 23

2.1.1 Financial goals 23

2.2 Key financial figures 24

2.2.1 Cash flows to stakeholders 24

2.2.2 Charity and sponsorship 25

3. PERSONNEL 49

3.1 Hr management 50

3.2 Number and structure of personnel  51

3.3 Personnel impact of reorganization 52

Cooperation in the workplace 52-53

3.4 equality 50

3.5 remuneration system and performance bonuses 52

3.6 Competence development and training 54

3.7 Personnel satisfaction 56

3.8 Occupational health and safety 56

4. ENvIRONmENT 31

4.1 environmental targets 31

4.2 environmental indicators 33

4.2.1 energy 33

4.2.2 aerial emissions 33

4.2.3 Water  33

4.2.4 Waste 34

4.2.5 Compliance and environmental costs 35

4.2.6 Products and services 8, 9, 28, 36

4.2.7 Transport and travel 35

4.2.8 Materials 35

5. SOCIETY 

5.1 local communities 26

5.2 Prevention of bribery and corruption 26

5.3 Political advocacy and subsidies 24-25

5.4 limitations of competition 26-28

5.5 Compliance 26

6. PRODuCT AND SERvICE LIABILITY  27

6.1 Customer satisfaction 27

6.2 Service safety 28

7. HumAN RIgHTS 30

8. SuPPLY CHAIN mANAgEmENT

AND PROCuREmENT PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES   30

9. REPORTINg AND CALCuLATION PRINCIPLES  87

PAgE PAgE
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Arctia Ltd.

laivastokatu 9, 00160 Helsinki, Finland

Tel. +358 30 620 7000

arctia.fi


